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Glossary 

Curriculum  Refers to the lessons and academic content taught in a 
specific grade level of the school.  It describes the knowledge 
and skills students are expected to learn; the units and 
lessons that teachers teach; the assignments and projects 
given to students; the books, materials, videos, presentations, 
and readings used in a course; and the tests, assessments, 
and other methods used to evaluate student learning.  

 
 For the purpose of this standards/curricula review, 

“curriculum” refers to Our Beautiful Language, which is the 
Grade 1-2 curricula for Modern Standard Arabic.  

 
Formative Assessment A variety of methods that teachers use to assess student 

comprehension, learning needs, and academic progress 
during a lesson, unit, or course.  

  
Guidelines  Descriptions of the specific objectives for kindergarten 

children in the basic content areas. For the purpose of this 
standards /curricula review, “guidelines” refer to the KG 
Teacher Guidelines which the MOEHE has developed in lieu 
of a KG curriculum. 

 
Indicators The quantitative or qualitative parameters that describe, over 

time, student performance of functions, processes, and 
outcomes. In other words, indicators measure the progress 
toward achieving the action describe in the standard.  
   

Performance Standards  Indicate what students must demonstrate in order to show 
that they have achieved the standards  

 
Stand-alone indicator  Present part of the picture on student performance toward a 

standard 
 
Standards  Define what students should know and be able to do at each 

grade level. The Standards can be used as a reference point 
for planning teaching and learning programs, and for 
assessing student progress. 

 

  

https://www.edglossary.org/assessment/


Review of the MOEHE KG – Gr 2 
Early Grade Reading and Writing 
Curriculum and Standards 
Introduction 
A fundamental difference exists between 
standards and curriculum. To discuss improving 
student performance, a standard must be set by 
which student success will be judged. Standards 
address the question: What skills does the country’s educational system expect all 
students to know and be able to do?   

With the standards in place, the curriculum and materials are designed to help students 
meet those standards. Virtually all curriculum documents are concerned with what a 
student “should know and be able to do” as a reflection of the standards. Alignment of 
the curriculum with the standards is a fundamental principle to implementing a quality 
education program successfully.  

The USAID Early Grade Reading Project (EGR) conducted a review of the Ministry of 
Education and Higher Education’s (MOEHE) early grade reading and writing standards 
and curriculum to determine the capacity of the program to deliver quality instruction to 
primary students. Following the targeted review of kindergarten, first grade, and second 
grade standards and curricula relevant to instruction in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 
EGR compared the results to international examples of standards and curricula in the 
target grade levels and prepared recommendations for standards and curricular 
revisions. 

This report is part of EGR’s contractual task C.5.1.2: Updated National Standards for 
Early Grade Reading and Writing Adopted. The review of standards with 
recommendations for future revisions defines the skills required for students to have a 
solid foundation in early grade reading and writing. EGR chose to combine the standards 
report with the curriculum review (C.5.1.3:  Opportunities for Strengthening Early Grade 
Reading and Writing Instruction in the Grade 1-2 Curriculum Identified and C.5.1.4 – 
Kindergarten curriculum) because the MOEHE has only curricula rather than fully-
developed standards. Reviewing the standards documents and curricula together 
provides a comprehensive picture of the status of KG-Grade 2 instruction in early grade 
reading and writing. 

Standards are WHAT you want the 
students to learn. Curriculum is 

HOW you get them there. 

http://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2014/03/05/ndia_formativeassessment.html
http://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2014/03/05/ndia_formativeassessment.html


Background 

The MOEHE has taken significant steps to put standards and benchmarks in place that 
are in line with the Palestinian EDSP III, 2014-2019. In 2014, the MOEHE set provisional 
benchmarks for specific student reading sub-skills such as letter-sound knowledge, non-
word reading, oral reading fluency, and reading comprehension during a workshop 
facilitated by RTI. At that workshop, the MOEHE participants did not propose 
benchmarks for the familiar words task or reading comprehension for 90 seconds 
without diacritics task. The participants also did not establish standards or benchmarks 
for writing tasks. In 2016, the MOEHE staff from the Curriculum Center, NIET, 
Assessments and Evaluations, and other departments developed provisional 
benchmarks for the Arabic language for grades 1-4. Since that time, little progress has 
been made in establishing standards and benchmarks for early grade reading and 
writing. 

In 2017, the MOEHE published Our Beautiful Language, the Grade 1 and 2 curricula for 
the Arabic language. The curriculum provides information on activities for students, but it 
does include an overall picture of what students should know by the time they finish the 
year. Unfortunately, the new curriculum is a prime example of the proverbial “cart before 
the horse.”  Without established standards, Our Beautiful Language presents only a 
vague idea of what students should be learning and be able to do. Our Beautiful 
Language does not refer to the provisional standards set in 2014 and 2016.  

The MOEHE has not developed a curriculum for Arabic reading instruction for 
kindergarten. The ministry developed guidelines for teachers, which primarily serve as a 
curriculum, but with no clear kindergarten standards and benchmarks. However, a list of 
indicators related to listening and speaking skills, and pre-reading and writing skills are 
stated in the Kindergarten Teacher Guidelines.  

Obstacles to Reviewing the MOEHE Curriculum and Standards and Benchmarks   

The December 6 announcement by the United States government to recognize 
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel impacted the project’s relationship with the MOEHE 
Curriculum Center, with which EGR had begun discussions regarding standards and 
benchmarks. EGR met with the Center a few times following the announcement until the 
Center’s director decided not to engage American projects. Therefore, EGR conducted 
the bulk of the review without the benefit of substantial MOEHE input.  

Stages in the Curriculum and Standards/Benchmarks Review 
Process 

Setting Standards and Benchmarks with the MOEHE Curriculum Center 
In November 2017, EGR staff met with Tharwat Zeid, Director of the MOEHE Curriculum 
Center, to discuss standards and benchmarks. Zeid agreed to convene a meeting of 
teachers and MOEHE personnel to develop the steps for establishing student 
benchmarks. A week later, EGR met with Shifa Jaber, Supervisor; Fidah Yasseni, a first-



grade teacher; Abdelrahman Khalifa, a second-grade teacher; and Raed Shredi, a 
manager in Curriculum Arabic Department, to review student standards. The group 
agreed on the importance of having standards and committed to working on them. 

At the end of November, Aarnout Brombacher, EGR consultant, met with the Curriculum 
Working Group to continue the discussion of standards and benchmarks. At that 
meeting, the group decided, contingent upon MOEHE Deputy Minister Dr. Basri’s 
approval, to work on target benchmarks, using data from the 2014 EGRA. After 
Brombacher’s departure, EGR engaged Duha Masri, a local consultant with extensive 
experience in standards and benchmarks development, to continue the discussions with 
the Curriculum Center. Initially, the Curriculum Center engaged Ms. Masri, as she was a 
Palestinian specialist who had worked extensively with the MOEHE; however, once they 
understood her connection to EGR, they ceased contact. As setting standards and 
benchmarks with Ministry cooperation stalled, EGR continued the review independently. 

Comparison between MOEHE and International Standards in KG 
– Gr 2 Early Grade Reading and Writing in MSA 

Before studying the MOEHE’s provisional standards from 2016 or any related MOEHE 
standards documents, EGR looked at international standards, particularly ones 
developed regionally for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), to determine the ones most 
applicable to the West Bank context. The review included international standards from 
California, Wisconsin, and Canada. Regional standards included Qatar, UAE, and 
Jordan. Annex A: International Standards Reviewed includes the complete list of 
standards EGR examined. Following completion of the review of international standards, 
EGR reviewed the MOEHE’s scope and sequence for grades 1-4, the KG Teacher 
Guidelines and Our Beautiful Language to identify similarities and gaps between the 
MOEHE program and international standards.  

The MOEHE has developed performance indicators for listening, speaking, reading and 
writing skills but no comprehensive KG – Gr 2 standards that include the typical strands 
of language acquisition, i.e., listening, speaking, reading and writing. Student skills are 
not used to organize the indicators required to learn to read and write. For kindergarten, 
the MOEHE has developed teacher guidelines which include three linguistic preparation 
lists for listening and speaking skills, pre-reading skills and pre-writing skills. The teacher 
guidelines also include themes for four units. The themes stated in the teacher 
guidelines appear to drive the standards rather than the standards driving the activities 
in the units. The standards have elements of what standards should be for each grade 
level, but they lack organization and focus.   

Comparison of MOEHE KG Guidelines to International Examples of Standards 
In the absence of MOEHE kindergarten standards, EGR’s review of standards included 
the early grade reading and writing standards derived from international, including 
regional, best examples of standards compared with the MOEHE language preparation 
guidelines for KG teachers. 



The MOEHE KG teacher guidelines provide information related to linguistic preparation. 
Three main strands of language development are listed:  listening and speaking, pre-
reading preparation, pre-writing preparation. These guidelines have been developed to 
provide teachers with samples of activities for the kindergarten. The activities in these 
strands reflect many of the indicators of international standards. For example, in 
linguistic preparation, the guidelines include using words to describe tangible objects, 
asking questions about words and concepts, using language to express ideas (asking 
and answering questions), identifying letters and syllables, and using body language to 
express needs. Pre-reading tasks include  understanding print, holding a book correctly, 
distinguishing words from other symbols, following words from right to left, giving words 
that start with specific letters, and identifying rhyming words. 

The guidelines consist of stand-alone indicators which do not support a performance 
standard. Although the guidelines address many of the concepts in the international 
standards, the indicators are repetitive and randomly sequenced with no progression of 
difficulty.  

 

Table 1:  International KG Standards and MOEHE KG Guidelines 

Pre-Reading 
Skills’ 
Standards 

International Performance 
Indicators 

MOEHE Language Preparation 
Guidelines 

Pre-Reading Skills  

Print Concept: 
Understands print 
materials  

• Holds the book and turns the 
pages correctly 

• Knows that the Arabic language 
is written from right to left 

• Recognizes that prints include 
pictures, words, and letters 

• Understands that spoken words 
are expressed in writing by 
arranging letters in a certain way 

• Recognizes that spaces 
separate printed words 

• Recognizes that prints include 
information 

Reading Readiness 
• Understands how to use printed 

materials correctly. Understands 
where the beginning and the end 
of the book are. Understands the 
words “page” and “number” 

• Keeps track of words from right 
to left and from up to down 

• Realizes that printed words are 
meaningful and have meaning 
and message 

• Knows where the word starts and 
ends and that spaces are 
separating them 

 

Understands the 
reading text and 
interacts with it 

• Participates in the after-reading 
discussion using help and/or 
support. (Answers and asks 
questions, comments on the 
reading text, and gives own 
opinion) 

• Uses previous experience to 
discuss the reading text 

• Retells a story read to him/her in 
the correct order using pictures 
or his/her memory 

• Understands reading materials. 
For example, understands story 
expressions and uses some of 
the story expressions in his daily 
life 

• Describes personal details using 
appropriate vocabulary 

• Discriminates between fairy tales 
and realism (fiction and non-
fiction) 



Pre-Reading 
Skills’ 
Standards 

International Performance 
Indicators 

MOEHE Language Preparation 
Guidelines 

• Restates information from the 
informative text read to him/her 

• Connects the relationships in the 
story or the informative text 
using help  

• Predicts the content of the book 
by its cover or title 

• Arranges a set of pictures (4-8 
pictures) to tell the story 

Reading Skills 

Phonological 
Awareness (1): 
Demonstrates 
ability to listen to 
sounds and to 
identify them in 
the spoken 
language.  
Phonological 
Awareness (2): 
Demonstrates 
awareness of 
vowels and 
consonants and 
the relationship 
between the two 
to form words 

• Identifies Arabic consonants. 
• Identifies and differentiates 

between short vowels 
• Identifies and differentiates 

between long vowels 
• Links between a letter and its 

sound 
• Recognizes similar spoken 

sounds 
• Recognizes the first letter sound 

in a three-lettered word. 
• Recognizes the last letter sound 

in a three-lettered word 
• Recognizes the sound of the 

same letter in several words 
 (سیارة، بستان، رسم، خمیس)

• Recognizes and pronounces the 
consonant with the three long 
vowels 

• Recognizes and pronounces the 
consonant with the three 
diacritics 

• Forms words that rhyme 
• Counts, pronounces, blends, 

and segments sounds and 
syllables  

• Identifies letter shapes 
• Knows the sounds (sounds) of 

the letters 
• Supplies three words 

beginning/ending with the same 
consonant sound 

• Recognizes the syllables 
 
 

Phonemic 
Awareness and 
Word 
Recognition: 
Knows and 
applies level-
appropriate 
phonemic 
awareness and 
word 
segmentation 
skills 

• Knows that words are formed 
using sounds that can be 
rearranged to form new words 

• Replaces the first or the last 
letter of a word to form new 
words (بطة| قطة، فأر| فأس) 

• Adds a sound to the beginning 
or the end of a syllable to form 
new words (بل|َحْبل|بلح) through 
games  

• Segments words into its 
syllables while clapping. 

• Identifies words that rhyme 
 
 



Pre-Reading 
Skills’ 
Standards 

International Performance 
Indicators 

MOEHE Language Preparation 
Guidelines 

• Knows that words can make a 
rhythm 

• Identifies the words that rhyme 
 (فالح، رباح| جمال، جبال)

• Forms rhyming words even 
though they might be 
meaningless. 

• Spells three-lettered words using 
his/her previous knowledge of 
syllables (long and short)  

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
and Concept 
Development: 
Demonstrates 
awareness of the 
relationships 
between 
vocabularies 
within appropriate 
semantic fields 

• Reads level-appropriate familiar 
sight words 

• Identifies the vocabulary 
opposites (كبیر، صغیر،فوق تحت) 

• Increases language output.  
• Knows the meaning of words and/ 

or uses them in new contexts 
• Reads his or her name and at 

least ten words 
• Talks about his writings and 

drawings 
• Names the characters and some 

events and actions in a story 
 

Fluency: 
Demonstrates the 
ability to read 
different words 
and texts aloud in 
a manner that 
meets the fluency 
standard 

• Reads level-appropriate texts for 
beginners from a leveled reading 
series  

 
 

No guidelines 
 
 

Text 
Comprehension: 
Demonstrates 
comprehension 
of the reading 
text. 

• Participates in the discussion 
after listening to the reading text 
using help and/or support. 
(Answers and asks questions, 
comments on the reading text, 
and gives own opinion) 

• Uses previous experiences to 
discuss the reading text 

• Uses “how” and “why” questions 
appropriately 

 
 

Responding to 
Literature and 
Analyzing 
Literary texts: 
Demonstrates the 
ability to 
understand 
literary texts and 
to interact with 
them 

• Retells a story read to him/her in 
the correct order using pictures 
or his/her memory 

• Predicts the content of the book 
by its cover or title 

• Recognizes the role of 
illustrations in explaining the 
idea and the characters’ 
emotions 

• Links the relationships between 
characters in a story and its 
events 

• Uses context and pictures to 
predict the story’s events 

• Retells simple stories 
• Recites a poem or oral song 
• Participates in dramatic action 

using perfect and useful 
sentences 

• Uses language to express ideas, 
considering communication skills, 
such as role-playing  

 
 



Pre-Reading 
Skills’ 
Standards 

International Performance 
Indicators 

MOEHE Language Preparation 
Guidelines 

• Discusses the characters (Their 
deeds, actions, emotions) while 
referring to the text. 

• Memorizes several KG chants 

Writing 

Demonstrates 
interest 
in writing. 

• Selects different materials for 
writing (Pens/pencils, paper, 
colors) 

• Shows a tendency to express 
his/her feelings, self, and ideas 
through drawings 

• Connects lines and shapes of all 
types 

• Paints freely 
• Chooses the means of writing 
 
 

Practices level-
appropriate 
writing 

• Connects the points following a 
template 

• Writes his/her name correctly 
• Writes some very familiar words 

(KG furniture cards) to enhance 
the writing skill 

• Writes letters using the correct 
direction (Right to left) and the 
proper level-appropriate 
handwriting movement 

• Uses drawings, coloring, and 
writing to make cards for various 
occasions. 

• Develops correct pencil grip 

• Writes his/her first and last name 
• Understands that print has 

meaning and is used to deliver 
meaning, ideas, and messages 

• Recognizes the letter shape and 
can name it 

• Holds the pen correctly 
 
 

 
Comparison of MOEHE Gr 1 and 2 Standards to International Examples of 
Standards 
As noted above, the MOEHE developed provisional standards in 2016 and several 
documents related to standards; however, a document which delineates what students 
should learn in reading and writing by the end of their primary grades has not been 
developed. What has been produced by the MOEHE is a scope and sequence of the 
three strands of linguistic skills for Gr 1-4. The scope and sequence include general 
objectives for linguistic skills aligned with the lessons in Our Beautiful Language 
curriculum.  

In the absence of standards, EGR reviewed the Our Beautiful Language curriculum to 
determine if the activities for students aligned with the concepts covered in international 
best examples of standards. Table 2 below details the comparison for grade one; Table 
3 is the comparison for Grade 2. 

Table 2:  Comparison of International Standards with MOEHE Grade One Curriculum 



International 
Standard1 International Indicators 

Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 

Standards 

Reading 

Phonological 
Awareness: 
Demonstrates 
awareness of vowels 
and consonants and 
the relationship 
between the two to 
form words 

• Recognizes the first and the 
middle letters in a three-
lettered word 

• Recognizes and reads letters 
with long vowels 

• Recognizes and reads letters 
with diacritics  

• Forms words that rhyme  
• Changes places of sounds in a 

word to form new words 
• Combines three or more 

sounds to form a word 
• Segments words into syllables 

(Long and short) 

• The activities and exercises are 
sufficient but are at the same 
level of difficulty. There is no 
progression of difficulty from one 
grade to the next grade 

• No room for developing skills 
such as rhyming-words 
recognition and formation 

یقة، صدیقة، سمیر، عبیر، قصیر، صغیر/ حد
 دقیقة/ أحمر، أصفر، أخضر، أكبر، أصغر

 

Phonemic 
Awareness and 
Word Recognition: 
Knows and applies 
level-appropriate 
phonemic awareness 
and word 
segmentation skills  

• Spells words using his/her 
knowledge of syllables (Long 
and short)  

• Activities and exercises are 
sufficient  

 

• Uses the phonemic awareness 
and word segmentation skills 
to read and spell new words 

• Activities and exercises are 
insufficient 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension and 
Concept 
Development: 
Demonstrates 
awareness of the 
relationships between 
vocabularies within 
appropriate semantic 
fields  

• Reads familiar and level-
appropriate sight words 

• Identifies the opposites and 
synonyms of vocabularies  

 

• Sight Words do not exist in the 
Palestinian Arabic language 
curriculum 

• Activities or exercises that allow 
the students to develop 
awareness of the relationship 
between vocabularies (antonyms 
and synonyms) do not exist 

 

Fluency: 
Demonstrates the 
ability to read different 
words and texts aloud 
in a manner that 
meets the fluency 
standard 

• Reads level-appropriate texts 
with the intent of 
understanding 

• Reads level-appropriate texts 
expressively, accurately, and 
quickly 

• Uses the meaning to correct 
while reading 

 

• Grade 1 curriculum does not 
contain level-appropriate reading 
passages; passages contain 
short sentences only 

• The Grade 1, second semester’s 
school book contains only 6 
reading passages in the final 
months of school 

NOTE: Due to an insufficient 
number of level-appropriate reading 
passages in Our Beautiful 
Language, the opportunity to 
develop the following performance 
indicators’ skills decreased:  

                                                           
1 The International Standards that EGR reviewed are in Annex A. 



International 
Standard1 International Indicators 

Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 

Standards 
1. Reading with the intent of 

understanding 
2. Reading texts expressively, 

accurately, and quickly 
3. 3) Using the meaning to 

correct while reading 

Text 
Comprehension: 
Demonstrates 
comprehension of the 
reading text  

• Answers questions related to 
the text, such as: Who, what, 
when, where, and how 

• Uses context to understand 
the meaning of words 

• Connects between his/her 
knowledge, experience, and 
the information contained in a 
text 

• Rephrases the main idea from 
the reading text 

NOTE: Due to an insufficient 
number of level-appropriate reading 
passages, the opportunity to 
develop the following performance 
indicators is very limited for the 
following reasons:  
• The lessons of the Arabic 

language curriculum for the first 
and the second semesters 
contain audible texts with 
illustrations under the title ( ،نشاھد
  (.We see, we speak = ونتحدث

• This structure emphasizes the 
development of listening and 
speaking skills rather than 
reading skills.  

• Students do not read texts until 
the end of the second semester 
of Our Beautiful Language. Only 
six lessons introduced at the end 
of first grade include reading 
passages.  

• The curriculum includes 
performance indicators which 
focus on listening to reading 
passages while looking at the 
illustrations (نشاھد، ونتحدث):  

• The student answers questions 
related to the reading passages, 
such as: who, what, when, and 
where However, questions that 
require higher thinking skills such 
as the how and the why are not 
sufficiently rigorous to elicit 
thoughtful responses 

• There are no questions in the 
oral reading passages section 
that require the student to 
understand the meaning of the 
words in the passage 

• The opportunity to link his/her 
previous knowledge and 
experience to the reading 
passage is part of the listening 



International 
Standard1 International Indicators 

Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 

Standards 
component but not the reading 
component 

• The opportunity to apply the skill 
of rephrasing the main idea after 
listening to the reading passage 
is covered but not after reading 
the passage  

Responding to 
Literature and 
Analyzing Literary 
texts: Demonstrates 
the ability to 
understand literary 
texts and to interact 
with them 

• Determines the main elements 
of a story: Characters, place, 
time, main events, and plot 

• Differentiates between fictional 
and non-fictional stories based 
on the nature of the characters 
and event 

• Comprehends the role of 
illustrations in clarifying the 
idea and the characters’ 
emotions and feelings 

• Demonstrates the ability to 
understand songs/chants and 
memorizes them 

• Reflects the overall meaning 
of a song/chant 

• Infers the values contained in 
the song/chant 

• Memorizes a number of 
chants 

 

• The Arabic language curriculum 
for the first and second grades 
contains oral reading passages 
for the stories which focus on a 
specific letter with illustrations 
  (نشاھد، ونتحدث)

• The questions related to these 
passages require the students to 
define the elements of the story 
without linking them to an 
understanding of the story 

 

Writing:  Strategies and Applications 

Focus and 
organization:  
Focuses on writing 
and organizing ideas  

• Plans what he/she intends to 
write and identifies the ideas 
of the writing subject before 
starting to write 

• Writes simple sentences 
• Writes sentences with subject 

and verb 
• Writes sentences with a 

common conjunction 
• Uses sight words when writing 
• Puts a full stop/period at the 

end of the sentence 

• There are no opportunities to 
develop the writing process  

 

Handwriting: Clear 
and accurate  

• Writes legibly leaving spaces 
between words 

• Writes from right to left and 
from the top to the bottom 

• Writes letters using the correct 
movement of the hand to form 
the letters 

• There are sufficient opportunities 
(copying) in all lessons 



International 
Standard1 International Indicators 

Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 

Standards 

• Writes words with increased 
accuracy using the phonemic 
awareness skill for the words 
written 

• Holds the pencil/pen correctly 

Dictation: Writing 
voiced and nonvoiced 
sounds (Vowels and 
consonants) according 
to the proper Arabic 
writing rules and 
grammar 

• Writes the voiced and the non-
voiced letters correctly 

• Writes the letters with the 
vowels, consonants, diacritics 
tashdid “ ّ◌”, and Sukun “ ْـ” 
correctly  

• Writes sight words and words 
acquired from his/her 
environment correctly  

• There are no opportunities for 
developing or measuring writing 
skills 

Writing Applications: 
Writes various level-
appropriate texts  

• Writes a descriptive text 
related to a personal 
experience using sensational 
details  

• Writes a simple story touching 
upon the basic elements of a 
story  

• There are no opportunities for 
practicing the writing process in 
the curriculum 

 

 

Table 3:  Comparison of International Standards with MOEHE Grade Two Curriculum 

International Standard2 International Indicators Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 
Standards 

Reading   

Phonological 
Awareness: 
Demonstrates 
awareness of vowels 
and consonants and the 
relationship between the 
two; word formation 

• Review the Phonological 
Awareness skills learned in 
Grade 1: 
o Recognizes the first and 

the middle letters in a 
three-lettered word 

o Recognizes and reads 
letters with long vowels. 

o Recognizes and reads 
letters with diacritics 

o Forms words that rhyme 
o Changes in places of 

sounds in a word to form 
new words 

o Combines three or more 
sounds to form a word 

Exercises in Our Beautiful 
Language do meet the international 
performance indicators. Most of 
these exercises are direct and easy, 
with no progression of difficulty. 
This does not give the teacher the 
chance to assess the development 
of the phonological awareness skill.  

                                                           
2 The International Standards that EGR reviewed are listed in Annex A. 



International Standard2 International Indicators Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 
Standards 

• Combines syllables to form 
new words:  ما  –دل، كـَ —عا– 
 ل.

• Segments words into 
syllables using his 
knowledge of syllables 
(short and long) 

• Emphasizes diacritics with 
stop sounds such as القاف  
  .والصاد والضاد

• Recognizes “Nunations” 
and their pronunciations. 

• Recognizes the Arabic sun 
and moon letters 

• Identifies the “Shadda” 
“Tashdid” 

• Knows the difference 
between "التاء المفتوحة "ت and 
 التاء المربوطة "ة"

• Knows the difference 
between "األلف الممدودة "ا and 
 .األلف المقصورة "ى"

Phonemic Awareness 
and Word Recognition: 
Knows and applies 
level-appropriate 
phonemic awareness 
and word segmentation 
skills. 

• Spells words using his/her 
knowledge of syllables 
(Long and short). َم، غا—نا—
 ئب

• Uses phonemic awareness 
and word segmentation 
skills to read and spell new 
words (6-8 lettered words) 

Opportunities to develop phonemic 
awareness in the curriculum are 
limited to a few writing exercises in 
the book (read and segment, read 
and construct, read and add, or 
word segmentation). Most of these 
exercises are direct, easy, and 
without a progression of difficulty. 
This does not give the teacher the 
chance to assess the development 
of the phonological awareness skill 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension and 
Concept Development: 
Demonstrates 
awareness of the 
relationships between 
vocabularies within 
appropriate semantic 
fields. 

• Reads familiar and level-
appropriate sight words 

• Identifies the opposites and 
antonyms of vocabularies.  

• Uses the context to 
understand the meaning of 
words 

 

• Sight Words do not exist in the 
Palestinian Arabic language 
curriculum. 

• No opportunities within the 
linguistics exercises for identifying 
the relationships between 
vocabularies (antonyms and 
synonyms) 

Fluency: Demonstrates 
the ability to read 
different words and texts 
aloud in a manner that 
meets the fluency 
standard 

• Reads level-appropriate 
texts expressively, 
accurately, and quickly. 

• Uses the meaning to 
correct oneself while 
reading. 

• Reads aloud expressively 
(Uses rhyming to express 
emotions and meaning 

• The number of words in the 
reading passages until the end of 
the second semester is 60-80 
words which are considered 
below the average of 80-120  

• Some reading passages deal with 
non-level abstract concepts 

• The first and second semesters’ 
activities lack the level-



International Standard2 International Indicators Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 
Standards 

while considering 
punctuations). 

 

appropriate informative, scientific 
reading passages.  

 

Text Comprehension: 
Demonstrates 
comprehension of the 
reading text.  

• Reads and corresponds to 
the reading text providing 
sufficiently substantiated 
conclusions 

• Asks and answers 
questions related to the 
text, such as: Who, what, 
when, where, and how 

• Uses context to understand 
the meaning of words 

• Reads for a specific 
purpose (Extracting names 
or information from the text) 

• Recites facts and details 
mentioned in the text to 
deliver an idea 

There are no activities for 
developing reading comprehension 
in the first and second semesters in 
Our Beautiful Language books. 
The reading section is followed by 
“Answer Orally” and “We Think” 
questions that allow for the 
development of the required 
performance indicators for 
understanding the oral reading only.  
There are no opportunities for 
answering these questions in 
writing 

Responding to 
Literature and 
Analyzing Literary 
texts: Demonstrates the 
ability to understand 
literary texts and to 
interact with them 

• Determines the main 
elements of a story: 
Characters, place, time, 
main events, and plot  

• Differentiates between 
fictional and non-fictional 
stories based on the nature 
of the characters and 
events 

• Suggests alternative 
endings to a story he/she 
just read 

• Follows the story’s timeline 
while linking events 

• Demonstrates the ability to 
comprehend songs/chants 
and to memorize them. 

• Reflects the overall 
meaning of a song/chant 

• Infers the values contained 
in the song/chant 

• Memorizes 10 small chants 
(5-8 verses from the 
metrical verses); simple 
rhyming  

 

• The first and second semesters of 
Our Beautiful Language contain 
factual stories about family and 
animals. These passages cannot 
be used as an introduction to 
preparing students for the 
passages. The questions 
associated with these passages 
do not require students to 
understand all story elements 

 

Writing: *Writing Strategies. * Writing Applications. 

Focus and 
organization:  
Focuses on writing and 
organizing ideas  

• Plans what he/she intends 
to write and identifies the 
ideas of the writing subject 
before starting to write 

• There are no opportunities in the 
first semester to develop focusing 
and organization skills. Therefore, 
there are no activities or 



International Standard2 International Indicators Gaps between Palestinian 
Curriculum and International 
Standards 

• Writes simple nominal and 
verbal sentences 

• Writes sentences with 
subject and verb 

• Writes compound 
sentences with a common 
conjunction 

• Uses descriptive words 
• Uses sight words when 

writing 
• Puts a full stop/period at 

the end of the sentence 

exercises for the development of 
the performance indicators  

• In the second semester, a few 
opportunities for writing simple 
sentences exist 

• There is a delay in teaching level-
appropriate grammar 

Handwriting: Clear and 
accurate  

• Writes legibly leaving 
spaces between words 

• Writes from right to left and 
from the top to the bottom 

• Writes letters using the 
correct movement of the 
hand to form the letters 

• Writes words with 
increased accuracy using 
the phonemic awareness 
skill for the words written 

• There are sufficient opportunities 
for copying in all the curriculum’s 
lessons 

Dictation: Encoding  

• Writes voiced and 
nonvoiced sounds, their 
short and long vowels, the 
diacritics, Tashdid “ّ 
“Sukun” “ ْـ”, and “Nunation” 
according to the proper 
Arabic writing rules and 
grammar 

• Writes similar spoken 
letters correctly ( ،س، ص/ د
 (ض/ ت، ط

• Writes similar written letters 
correctly ( /د، ذ/ س، ش/ ط، ظ
 (ج، ح، خ

• Writes sight words and 
words acquired from his/her 
environment correctly.  

• Few dictation exercises (copied 
dictation and theoretical dictation)  

• Teaching dictation does not follow 
the curriculum or use an 
approach that follows the 
international performance 
indicator skills.  

• Dictation does not become 
progressively difficult (Providing 
simple words, then simple 
sentences, and finally more 
challenging words and 
sentences) 

• There are no sight words in the 
Palestinian Arabic curriculum. 

Writing Applications: 
Writes various level-
appropriate texts.  

• Writes a simple narrative 
text related to a personal 
experience using 
sensational details. 

• Writes a simple story 
touching upon the basic 
elements of a story. 

• Insufficient opportunities for 
developing the level-appropriate 
writing processes 



Curriculum Mapping 

A traditional curriculum review would start with mapping the curriculum. The purpose of 
a curriculum map is to document the relationship between every component of the 
curriculum.  

Curriculum mapping should refer to the alignment of learning standards and teaching, 
i.e., how well and to what extent has the MOEHE matched the content that students are 
taught with linguistic expectations described as learning standards. The curriculum 
mapping serves as a communication and planning tool. The results of EGR’s curriculum 
mapping: 

• allow educators to review the curriculum to check for unnecessary redundancies, 
inconsistencies, misalignments, weaknesses, and gaps 

• document the relationships between the required components of the curriculum 
and the intended student learning outcomes 

• provide a review of assessment methods 

• identify what students have learned, allowing educators to focus on tapping into 
the previous knowledge 

The map serves as a guide for developing a coherent educational experience for 
students.  

One of the first challenges EGR faced in the curriculum review was that the MOEHE 
Curriculum Center felt that an analysis of Our Beautiful Language was unnecessary. The 
MOEHE determined that the curricula exemplified best practices for early grade reading 
and writing in Arabic and did not require any revisions. Consequently, Dr. Majida Dajani, 
EGR Senior Teaching Training Officer, mapped the Grade 1 and 2 curricula 
independently of the MOEHE Curriculum Center. The mapping provided critical 
information that would contribute to the development of standards and benchmarks as 
well as EGR training materials. EGR consultant Duha Masri mapped the Kindergarten 
curriculum based on the Kindergarten Teacher Guidelines. 

Review of the Kindergarten Guidelines and Our Beautiful Language Curriculum 
The objective of the review of the Kindergarten Teacher Guidelines and Our Beautiful 
Language, the MOEHE’s first-and second-grade Arabic curriculum, is to incorporate the 
strengths from the curriculum in early grade reading materials that EGR produces and to 
identify gaps to address in the project’s training program.  

General Observations of the MOEHE Kindergarten Curriculum 

Kindergarten activities are divided into four units and eleven sub-units. The following 
table shows the titles and the subtitles of the units. 

 

 



Table 4: MOEHE Kindergarten Units and Sub-units   

Unit Number  Unit Title Sub-unit/ title Sub-unit/ title Sub-unit/ title 

One Me and My 
surroundings My Kindergarten Me and My 

Family  

Two My Health Cleanliness Health Food Community Jobs 
and Services 

Three My Great 
World 

Natural 
Phenomenon Animals Plants 

Four Beautiful 
Palestine 

Geography of 
Palestine 

Symbols and 
Ceremonies 

Monuments of 
Palestine 

In general, the KG Teacher Guidelines provide teachers with the steps to teach children 
foundational reading skills. The guidelines also provide the opportunity for the teacher to 
change the implementation schedule of the units and the sub-units in response to 
children’s needs and interests. Annex B contains the complete KG curriculum as defined 
in the Teacher Guidelines along with the topics EGR will introduce in its training program 
to support the guidelines. 

KG Formative Assessments 
The KG Teacher Guidelines address assessment and evaluation as essential 
components in the teaching and learning process. One section in the guidelines 
emphasizes why, what, how and when to evaluate and assess children. In this 
assessment and evaluation section, many evaluation strategies such as classroom 
observations, student portfolios, questioning, role playing, worksheets and many other 
assessments are discussed and introduced. While the term “formative assessment” is 
not used, the examples of assessments include quick checks for understanding that the 
teacher could use to inform instruction. 

The guide also provides teachers with forms for monitoring  the student’s development in 
the physical, emotional, social, cognitive domains for kindergarten children.  

Gender Issues in KG Guidelines 
EGR’s review of the KG Teacher Guidelines found no stereotypical portrayals of gender 
or gender bias. Gender is addressed in a balanced manner.  

Inclusivity Considerations 
The KG Teacher Guidelines include a section that addresses learning differences. The 
guide provides suggestions for working with students with special needs. While the 
guide covers differentiated instruction, EGR advocates for more training for KG teachers 
to address meeting individual student needs.  

Gaps in the Curricular Activities in the Kindergarten Teachers’ Guidelines 

Most activities reflect many of the international indicators; however, EGR noted gaps to 
address in future curricular revisions. Primarily, the activities require more academic 
rigor, i.e., the introduction of reading sight and frequently-used words and beginning 
writing exercises. EGR has developed word frequency and sight word lists which are 
part of the EGR training program. 



EGR’s review found that some units addressed concepts and symbols that were not 
age-appropriate for Kindergarten. For example, the use of the concept of maps and 
reading maps, the introduction of landscape terminology, and the discussions of religion, 
values and morals use many terms that are too abstract and sophisticated for 
Kindergarten students.  

General Observations of the First Grade Curriculum 
 

Table 5:  First Grade General Information 

 

Number of 
all Arabic 
Lessons 

Introductory 
Lessons 

Revision 
Lessons 

Instructional 
Lessons 

Number of 
Letters 
Taught 

170 10 12 148 18 
% of 
Language 
Skills Taught 
in Lessons 

Listening Conversation Reading Writing Total 

15% 15% 40% 30% 100% 

Semester 1:  170 lessons (10 lessons as preparation, 12 revisions, 148 instructions) 
Semester 2:  165 lessons (12 revision, 153 instructions including songs and alphabet revisions) 
Introduction of Letters 
First Semester 

 ر د ب م ن س
 ز ح ل ت ج ف
 ع ش ص ق ث خ

Second Semester 
 ذ غ ط ك ض ه
 و أ ظ ي  
Distribution of Text Length in Each Lesson During Semesters One and Two 

 
First Semester:  Average Number of Words in Each Alphabet Story included in teacher’s 
book (under listening and speaking section):  33.5 
Second Semester:  Average Number of Words in Each Alphabet Story included in 
teacher’s book under listening and speaking section): 41.6 
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1. The lessons have the same format and objectives which facilitate the expectations 
of the teacher who will become familiar with the routine. 

2. Written text for students to read is not introduced until the last five lessons in the 
second semester in Our Beautiful Language and therefore, the length and 
complexity of text does not apply in this grade level.  

3. Using MSA for communication and for fostering positive attitudes toward Arabic 
are included in the activities. Those language objectives and the use of the 
pictures that accompany the passages do not seem to include ways to increase 
knowledge of the meaning of the words.  

4. Speaking is emphasized more than the other skills. Speaking skills are equally 
as important as expanding vocabulary and developing reading comprehension 
skills. One key finding from the Time on Task study was that West Bank first-
grade classrooms have not created rich environments that could foster word 
awareness or extend language using complimentary reading materials. EGR’s 
vocabulary training module will emphasize the importance of word awareness 
through a variety of language extension activities.  

5. The curriculum covers reading syllables, words, and simple sentences; however, 
the lessons do not show a clear progression of difficulty in the orthographic 
patterns and morphology that are used.  

6. In each lesson, most words are related to the letter that is the subject of the 
lesson. The emphasis is on syllabication with very few activities related to the six 
levels of phonemic awareness or the stages of phonetic development. 

7. Repetition of words and sentences is limited. Repetition is essential for language 
acquisition as well as vocabulary and sentence building.  

8. The curriculum addresses handwriting, but not writing words with correct spelling. 
Spelling is an essential skill to learn as it will help students to write sentences and 
short texts expressing their ideas at later stages of writing development. 

Formative Assessments 
The MOEHE provides limited formative assessments in Our Beautiful Language. The 
assessments include classroom observations, oral questions and answers, and in some 
activities, roleplaying. In the teacher’s book which accompanies Our Beautiful Language, 
the MOEHE has provided grading forms (rubrics) for evaluating each skill. The following 
tables show the evaluation forms teachers must use: 

Table 6: First Grade Assessment Rubric 
Listening Speaking Reading Writing 

Student Name Student Name Name Name 

Listens attentively Speaks politely Reads clearly and in a 
loud voice 

Writes alphabets and 
syllables 

Listens respectfully Speaks clearly with 
appropriate pacing 

Pronounces letters 
correctly 

Segments words to 
letters 



Listening Speaking Reading Writing 
Distinguishes the 

sounds of letters & 
words 

Describes the 
elements of a 

poster 

Pronounces letters 
with long and short 

vowels 
Blends syllables to 

create words 

Distinguishes short & 
long vowels 

Speaks in an 
organized and 

logical way 
Reads words Fills in blank with the 

appropriate letter 

Identifies elements of 
audio-text Retells Reads fluently 

Writes words and 
sentences in good 

handwriting 

Performs instructions Implements 
patterns 

Reads simple 
sentences 

meaningfully 

General Evaluation 
 

Gives opinions Uses body 
language 

Infers values and 
morals  

General evaluation 
(Grade) General evaluation Sings  

  General evaluation  

The use of different strategies of formative assessment is limited and evaluation does 
not address students’ learning differences.  

Gender Issues 
As the emphasis in book one is introducing alphabets and written text is only presented 
in the last five lessons in the second semester, gender issues are not stated though in 
alphabet stories, boys and girls, men and women are presented.  

Inclusivity Considerations 
Inclusivity consideration is not included in the first-grade curriculum. Strategies for 
addressing individual student need are not part of the curriculum. 

Gaps Noted in the First Grade Curriculum 

The objective of the first-grade curriculum in Our Beautiful Language is “to use standard 
Arabic for communication and for enhancing positive attitudes towards the language,” a 
standard which EGR supports. After comparing the first-grade curriculum with 
international performance indicators, EGR identified the following gaps or weaknesses. 

• Lack of written texts for students to read. Written alphabet stories are included in 
teacher’s book and not student’s book and this means that students are not 
exposed to written text till the end of the second semester 

• Lack of frequently-used words and sight words lists 
• Insufficient activities to expand student’s vocabulary. Lessons do not show a 

clear progression of difficulty and logic in the orthographic patterns and 
morphology used 

• Lesson activities do not focus on the six levels of phonemic awareness and the 
stages of phonetic development (understanding rhyme and alliteration, syllable 
awareness, rhyme manipulation, as well as phonemic awareness) 

• Lack of comprehensive focus on spelling and encoding skills 



• Lack of writing opportunities to develop the students’ abilities to express their 
ideas in writing 

• Lack of opportunities to build a student’s ability to infer and retrieve information 
from the reading passage  

• Delay in introducing independent reading activities 
• Lack of activities for students to identify and distinguish main ideas from 

supporting ideas and identifying cause and effect in the texts 
• Average number of words in a reading text is fewer than the recommended 80-

100 words 
• Writing activities are in 30% of the lessons, but the activities do not reinforce the 

skills described in international performance indicators 
• Lack of strategies to address individual student learning needs 

 

General Notes on the Second Grade Curriculum 
 
Table 7: Second Grade General Information 

Number of Classes for Each Skill  
Speaking and 

Reading 
Drilling and 
Practices Writing Dictation Composition Singing 

4 1 2 1 1 1 
The Number of Classes in the Book  

60 15 30 15 15 7 
Semester 1:  159 lessons (15 listening, 15 speaking, 60 reading, 15 drilling, handwriting and 
sight dictation 45, singing 9)  
Semester 2:  157 lessons (15 listening, 60 speaking and reading, 15 drilling, 30 writing, 15 
sight dictation, 15 compositions, 7 singing)  

Distribution of Text Length in Each Lesson During Semesters One and Two 

 

First Semester:  Average Number of Words in Each Story:  44.3 

Second Semester:  Average Number of Words in Each Story:  72 
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1. As in the first grade, the lessons have the same format and objectives, which 
facilitate the expectations of the teacher who will become familiar with the 
skills/activities. More reading passages are included in the second-grade text, but 
the level of difficulty remains the same as first grade. 

 

Listening:  

1. The objectives introduce children to a range of content. There is abstract content 
(e.g., right to learn), science (e.g., weather, water) values (adventure inquiry, 
helping others), social studies (preserving public spaces, Bethlehem). Some 
weeks (Semester 1: Weeks 7, 9, 14; Semester 2:  Week 15) do not have 
objectives attached to the listening content. The length of the text is the same as 
that was used in first grade.  The sentence structure, unfortunately, is only 
slightly more complex than the structure used in first grade. 

 

Speaking: 

1. The pictures from the text are used to identify and connect elements in standard 
Arabic. There is no progression in language development 

2. Oral storytelling is introduced in Week 8, but it would be better to introduce oral 
storytelling at the beginning of the year. When starting earlier in the year, children 
would be able to add events, or a conclusion. It is recommended the story writing 
that is introduced in Week 14 is aligned with oral storytelling activities    

Reading:  

1. The emphasis is on accuracy, intonation and expression which implies that 
reading rate (speed or fluency) is also an objective even though it is not stated   

2. To read with expression, children must pay attention to punctuation and how it 
influences meaning. However, there are no explicit activities attached to 
punctuation, i.e., the use of question marks or exclamation marks  

3. Many of the reading activities emphasize oral answers without an emphasis on 
the use of the vocabulary. 

4. Vocabulary development is not addressed sufficiently, providing few 
opportunities for students to identify and produce rhyming words, to provide 
synonyms, antonyms, or derive meaning from context 

5. Children should be expected to read a variety of genres. There is no mention of 
the different types that children should learn in the second grade. Genres that 
might be appropriate for this grade level are contemporary fiction, folktales, 
legend, biography, and informational texts 

6. No morphology and orthographic patterns are emphasized in this grade   



7. There is no reading objective for different types of reading. i.e., paired reading, 
theatre reading, silent reading. The end of second grade is often a time when 
children transition from oral to silent reading.  

8. Structural and grammatical concepts are not mapped (coherently, cohesively) 
comprehensively based on the expected gradual development of students in the 
first and second grade.  

Writing:  

1. One of the writing objectives is to copy a paragraph, which is an activity not a 
skill.    

2. The writing objectives related to producing ideas are minimal; there are none in 
the first semester, and in the second semester the writing objective is to fill in the 
blanks. This objective seems like an activity. Such an activity could be done to 
promote word meaning (filling in the blank with a vocabulary word) or to practice 
grammar, but not to develop writing skills 

3. A composition objective beginning in week 4 is to “order words to write 
sentences.” This also seems like a scaffolding activity to teach children to write a 
sentence.  

4. The objective to write a story is not included until week 14. This important 
reading and writing skill should be introduced earlier in the year.  

Formative Assessments 
As in the first-grade curriculum, the MOEHE provides limited formative assessments in 
Our Beautiful Language. The assessments include classroom observations, oral 
questions and answers, and in some activities, roleplaying. In the teacher’s book which 
accompanies Our Beautiful Language, the MOEHE includes grading forms (rubrics) for 
evaluating each skill. The following tables show the evaluation forms teachers must use: 

Table 8: Second Grade Assessment Rubric 

Listening Speaking Reading Writing 

Student Name Student Name Student Name Student Name 
Listens attentively  Speaks politely Reads aloud fluently Writes sentences 

clearly and with good 
handwriting  

Listens respectfully Speaks clearly and 
with appropriate 

pacing 

Infers main and 
supporting ideas 

Copies a paragraph  

Recognizes new 
vocabulary 

Describes the 
elements of a 

poster 

Infers values and 
morals in the lesson  

Writes copied and 
theoretical dictation 

Infers the main idea Speaks in an 
organized and 

logical way 

Gives opinion Writes correct, 
complete sentences 



Listening Speaking Reading Writing 

Identifies the main 
character 

Retells  Implements new 
patterns 

General Evaluation 

Performs instructions Discuss issues with 
his classmates 

Sings  

Gives opinions in 
audio text 

Uses body 
language 

General evaluation  

General evaluation 
(Grade) 

General evaluation   

 
Gender Issues 
Gender in the second grade is addressed equally, and the roles are introduced in a 
balanced way. 

Inclusivity Considerations  
Like Grade 1, consideration of inclusivity issues is not included in the Grade 2 
curriculum. Differentiation within activities is insufficient and not covered at all in the 
evaluation rubrics.  

Gaps Noted in the Second Grade Curriculum 

The second-grade curriculum follows the same format and objectives as the first-grade 
curriculum. The second-grade listening objectives introduce children to subjects such as 
morals and values, science, and social studies. After comparing the second-grade topics 
to international performance indicators, EGR identified gaps and weaknesses including: 

• A lack of variety of topics and genre in the curriculum 
• Lack of complex formative assessments; the length of the reading passages is 

the same in the first and second part of the curriculum.  
• A lack of the progression of difficulty in vocabulary   
• The reading objectives include accuracy, intonation, and expression which imply 

a focus on reading speed which leads to fluency but not reading comprehension  
• No silent reading objectives included which disregards the international best 

practice standard of second graders moving from oral to silent reading 
• Limited writing objectives that require a second grader to express his/her ideas 
• More emphasis is placed on copying rather than creating written texts or stories 
• Lack of opportunities that address developing the writing process that enables 

students to express their ideas  
• No progression or difficulty included in the second-grade oral reading, dictation, 

and spelling because the curriculum emphasizes only sight dictation  
• Lack of skills in identifying and distinguishing the main idea from supporting 

ideas, and cause and effect  
• Lack of suggestions for differentiation to address individual student needs 



Recommendations for Standards Revisions 

EGR recommends creating appropriate standards reflective of regional and international 
standards for KG-Grade 2. Standards are the goals that the educational system wants 
its students to attain. They spell out what students are expected to learn in each grade 
and each subject. Standards become the basis for the way teachers are trained, what 
they teach and how students are assessed. Standards are essential to having a 
consistent understanding among all stakeholders:  MOEHE, supervisors, teachers and 
parents.  

The MOEHE has created guidelines and curricula for KG – Gr 2, but no standards or 
goals to define the curricula’s contents. Grade level recommendations are provided 
below. 

Kindergarten Standards 

The standards must: 

• Reflect a progression of difficulty 

• Include outcomes for each of the basic reading and writing skills 

• Incorporate international standards into the West Bank KG curriculum, such as3: 

o With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a 
text. 

o With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details. 
o With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and significant events 

in a story. 
o Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text. 
o Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems). 
o With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and define 

the role of each in telling the story. 
o With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and 

the story in which they appear (e.g., what moment in a story an illustration 
depicts). 

o With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and 
experiences of characters in familiar stories 

o Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 

Grade 1 Standards 

When the MOEHE develops reading and writing standards for Grade 1, the following 
indicators should be included: 

• Increase the rigor of the overall framework for Grade 1 by including more reading 
and writing activities 

• Introduce reading connected text before the final lessons of the year 
                                                           
3  Common Core Standards, English Language Arts. 2018 http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/K/ 



• Invest the development of phonological skills in decoding and encoding (accuracy in 
writing) 

• Incorporate international standards into the West Bank Grade 1 curriculum, such as4: 
o Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 
o Retell stories, including essential details, and demonstrate an understanding of 

their central message or lesson. 
o Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details. 
o Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to 

the senses. 
o Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that give 

information, drawing on a broad reading of a range of text types. 
o Identify who is telling the story at various points in a text. 
o Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or 

events. 
o Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories. 
o (different types of texts are not introduced as informational, expository, … 

genres) 
o (absence of opportunities for developing writing processes) 

Grade 2 Standards 

When the MOEHE develops reading and writing standards for Grade 2, the following 
indicators should be included: 

• Introduce reading connected text before the final chapters of the year 
• Invest the development of phonological skills in decoding and encoding (accuracy in 

writing) 
• Incorporate international standards into the West Bank Grade 1 curriculum, such as5: 

o Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate an understanding of key details in a text. 

o Recount stories, including fables and folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, or moral. 

o Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges. 
o Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular beats, alliteration, rhymes, 

repeated lines) supply rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or song. 
o Describe the overall structure of a story, including describing how the beginning 

introduces the story and the ending concludes the action. 
o Acknowledge differences in the points of view of characters, including by 

speaking in a different voice for each character when reading dialogue aloud. 
o Use information gained from the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to 

demonstrate an understanding of its characters, setting, or plot. 

                                                           
4  Common Core Standards, English Language Arts. 2018 http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/K/ 
5  Common Core Standards, English Language Arts. 2018 http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/K/ 



Curriculum Revision Recommendations 

Recommendations for Kindergarten Curriculum 
An effective Kindergarten program provides meaningful learning experiences for 
children. The program builds on the principles of early learning and focuses on the 
environment and the roles of conversation and play in children’s learning experiences. A 
strong Kindergarten program will include lessons to reinforce: 

• Knowledge of letter shapes, names, sounds, and words 

• Exposure to a variety of vocabulary and literary genres 

• Listening skills through a variety of oral language experiences 

• Phonemic awareness skills which can contribute to the student becoming a 
successful reader 

• Connections between sounds and printed letters and words 

Early reading and writing instruction must provide effective and rich demonstrations, 
interactions, and models of reading and writing during activities. Instruction should 
include a wide variety of print activities.  

Based on the review of the KG guidelines, EGR recommends the following actions be 
considered in developing a quality Kindergarten curriculum: 

General 

• Include more listening, speaking, and reading readiness activities 
• Develop word frequency and sight words lists 
• State rigorous learning outcomes 
• Introduce simple reading and writing activities 
• Avoid unnecessary repetitions 
• Organize the activities with attention to the progression of difficulty  
• Divide the lessons into the strands of language development: phonological 

awareness, vocabulary, comprehension and concept development, fluency, text 
comprehension to mirror the international standards.  

• Include assessment activities 

Skill Specific - Reading 

Print concept:  Provide more interaction with the story provided such as retelling a 
story or restating information, connecting story elements, and predicting. 

Phonological Awareness: Emphasize letter sounds with long and short vowels, 
rhyming, blending and segmenting sounds and syllables. 

Phonemic Awareness: Place greater emphasis on segmentation skills, and the ability 
to manipulate the sounds of consonants and vowels in different positions in a word 

 



Fluency:  Include fluency, as the skill is not emphasized in the KG guidelines 

Text Comprehension: Provide opportunities to connect text to personal experiences 

Responding to Literature:  Provide more opportunities to predict next event in a story 
or story content, make connections between characters, and retell a story. 

Skill Specific - Writing 

Interest in writing: Provide opportunities to express feelings or ideas through 
drawings 

Practice in writing:  Expand writing practice to include writing familiar words and using 
drawings, coloring, and writing to make cards or convey simple messages. 

 
Recommendations for Grade 1 Curriculum 
Students who are unable to read for meaning in the early grades may miss the 
opportunity to develop more in-depth reading skills critical for future reading success. 
EGR recommends that the following actions be considered in developing a quality Grade 
1 curriculum: 

General 

• Develop phonemic awareness activities that address the six levels of phonemic 
awareness. 

• Emphasize word segmentation skills that facilitate reading and spelling 
• Provide progressively difficult reading passages 
• Develop word frequency lists and sight words 
• Introduce reading earlier in the year 
• Integrate vocabulary, prior knowledge and experiences, and context into reading 

and listening activities 
• Provide more opportunities for students to distinguish between informational and 

narrative texts, to compare and contrast, to identify cause and effect, and to 
provide solutions to problems 

• Provide more opportunities for students to connect to the reading passages to 
motivate them to read 

• Structure the lessons to accommodate the Before, During and After model  
• Include opportunities for developing writing skills, including the stages of the writing 

process 
• Provide opportunities for the development and the assessment of level-

appropriate phonological awareness skills 
• Provide sufficient activities to expand student’s vocabulary.  
• Map orthographic skills in the curriculum throughout the year progressively 

(Providing simple words, then simple sentences, and more challenging words 
when performing dictation). 



• Provide grade appropriate reading passages that can support decoding, reading 
aloud, comprehension, and fluency  

• Adopt a strategic approach for developing early reading comprehension which 
correlates with first grade writing growth 

• Introduce the writing process 

Skill Specific - Reading  

Phonological Awareness:  Ensure progression of difficulty of phonological skills; 
Include rhyming words 

Vocabulary Comprehension Development:  Develop sight words and word frequency 
lists; Provide opportunities to learn the relationship between words, such as 
antonyms and synonyms. 

Fluency:  Develop level-appropriate reading passages; introduce reading earlier in 
the year.  Include: 

1. Reading with the intent of understanding 
2. Reading texts expressively, accurately, and quickly 
3. Using the meaning to correct while reading 

Text Comprehension: Increase the number of level-appropriate reading passages.  
Introduce reading earlier in the year.  Distinguish clearly among listening, speaking, 
and reading indicators; Include higher level questioning skills.  Include retelling the 
story after reading and connecting with personal experiences. 

Responding to Literature and Analyzing Literary Texts:  Provide greater emphasis on 
text comprehension 

Skill Specific - Writing 

Focus and organization:  Include opportunities to develop the writing skills, beginning 
with simple sentences, correct punctuation, common conjunctions, and inclusion of 
sight words 

Dictation:  Include opportunities for writing words with diacritics in simple sentences 

Writing Applications:  Include opportunities for writing simple stories 

Recommendations for Grade 2 Curriculum 
Recommendations for Grade 2 curriculum are like Grade 1 with a few additions: 

General 

• Include more activities which build phonological awareness (particularly important 
for students who did not attend kindergarten.) 

• Provide progressively difficult reading passages 
• Increase the number of words in a reading passage 
• Provide opportunities for the development and the assessment of level-

appropriate phonological awareness skills 



• Provide sufficient activities to expand student’s vocabulary.  
• Map orthographic skills in the curriculum throughout the year progressively 

(Providing simple words, then simple sentences, and more challenging words 
when performing dictation). 

• Provide more opportunities for students to distinguish between informational and 
narrative texts, to compare and contrast, to identify cause and effect, and to 
provide solutions to problems 

• Develop word frequency lists and sight words 
• Introduce grammatical concepts 
• Adopt a strategic approach for developing early reading comprehension which 

correlates with second grade writing growth 

Skill Specific - Reading  

Phonological Awareness:  Ensure progression of difficulty. 

Phonemic Awareness: Ensure progression of difficulty 

Vocabulary Comprehension Development:  Develop Sight words and word frequency 
lists; Provide opportunities to learn the relationship between words, such as antonyms 
and synonyms 

Fluency:  Increase the difficulty of reading text progressively. Ensure the passages are 
grade-level appropriate. Include more practice with reading informational text. 

Text Comprehension: Provide more opportunities to read and interact with text.  Include 
higher level questioning skills.  Include retelling the story after reading and connecting 
with personal experiences. Provide opportunities to answer questions in writing. 

Responding to Literature and Analyzing Literary texts:  Provide greater emphasis on text 
comprehension that includes all story elements 

Writing 

Focus and organization:  Include opportunities to organize thoughts in writing.  Consider 
adding grammar lessons.  

Dictation:  Include more dictation exercises that become progressively difficult (Providing 
simple words, then simple sentences, and finally more challenging words and 
sentences.) The development of sight words and word frequency lists would facilitate 
dictation. 

Writing Applications:  Include opportunities for writing simple stories or narrative text 
about personal experiences. 

 



Annex A:  International Standards Reviewed 

International 
California Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts, 2012. 
https://www.cde.ca.gov/be/st/ss/documents/elaccsswordversion.doc 
 
The English Language Development Standards: WIDA, University of Wisconsin, 2012. 
https://www.wida.us/standards/eld.aspx 
 
Reading and Writing Achievement Standards: A Component of Atlantic Canada English 
Language Arts Curriculum (Entry – Grade 9), 2008. 
http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/ed/pdf/K12/curric/English/ReadingAn
dWritingAchievementStandards-Kindergarten.pdf 
  
Davidson, Marcia. Books that Children Can Read: Decodable Books and Book Leveling, 
USAID report, 2013 
https://allchildrenreading.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Books-that-
children-can-read-Decodable-books-and-book-leveling.pdf 
 
Regional 
United Arab Emirates: The National Document for the Arabic Language 
 اإلمارات العربیة المتحدة: الوثیقة الوطنّیة لمادة اللغة العربّیة

Qatari Arabic Language Standards 
 معاییر اللغة العربّیة لدولة قطر
 
Arabic Language Learning Standards for Native Speakers: The Queen Rania Teacher 
Academy 
 معاییر اللغة العربّیة للناطقین بھا: أكادیمیة الملكة رانیا لتدریب المعلمین
 
 “Hanada Taha” Arabic language Arts Standards, 2016 Version 

2016طبعة معاییر "ھنادا طھ" لفنون اللغة العربّیة.    
 
“Arabic 21 project/Hanada Taha” Arabic Language Classification Standards 

ھنادا طھ 21معاییر تصنیف عربي  .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/ed/pdf/K12/curric/English/ReadingAndWritingAchievementStandards-Kindergarten.pdf
http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/ed/pdf/K12/curric/English/ReadingAndWritingAchievementStandards-Kindergarten.pdf
https://allchildrenreading.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Books-that-children-can-read-Decodable-books-and-book-leveling.pdf
https://allchildrenreading.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Books-that-children-can-read-Decodable-books-and-book-leveling.pdf
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Unit One: Me and My Surroundings 

Sub-unit One: My Kindergarten 
Week One 
Letters N/A 
Rhyming Words N/A 
Initial Letter Sound N/A 
Sentence Division N/A 

Sub-unit Topics 

• Welcoming children 
• Introducing the KG  
• Classroom rules 
• Emotion poster 

Week Two 
Letters N/A 
Rhyming Words N/A 
Initial Letter Sound N/A 
Sentence Division N/A 

Sub-unit Topics 

• Daily lesson plan   
• Attendance and absence poster 
• Cooperation 
• Me and my friends in KG 

Week Three 
Letters الراء 

Rhyming Words  6رامي ، ریم ، راس، روس ، رغیف، ریش 
راعي، رفیف، راما ، رُجل ، ، ربیع رباب  

Initial Letter Sound راعي-رامي  
رغیف-رفیف  

Sentence Division أنا أبحث. رامي یبحث. ریم تبحث. نحن نبحت .  
 األرنب یمشي بھدوء. 

Sub-unit Topics 
• Searching for treasure 
• Animals 
• Silent animals 
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Sub-unit Two: Me and My Family 
Week Four 
Letters الدال 

Rhyming Words دیما -دینا  

Initial Letter Sound  دار، دور، داري، دود، درس، دانا، دینا، دیما 

Sentence Division أنا أحب أبي. ھذا . أنا أسمي دانا. األحمر لوني المفضل. ھذه دمیتي المفضلة. أنا أحب أمي
.جدي. ھذه جدتي ھذه أسرتي. أنا أحب عائلتي.   

Sub-unit Topics • Identifying names  



• Identifying children 
• Most important events throughout child’s life  
• Identifying family members 

Week Five 
Letters الباء 

Rhyming Words كتاب-ماما         باب-بابا  

Initial Letter Sound بابا، باب، بیت، بیر، بوق، بیض، بطة، باص 

Sentence Division 
بابا في البیت. أفراد أسرتي أربعة. أنا رقم واحد. لدي أخ. لدي أخت. أختي . فتحت باب البیت

. أكبر مني  
 أنا أسكن بعیدا. مدرستي قریبة. بیتي في القریة. أسكن في المخیم. أسكن في العمارة.

Sub-unit Topics • Family birth order 
• Where I live 

Week Six  
Letters المیم 

Rhyming Words  لوز-كمال       موز-مال  

Initial Letter Sound  ،منزل، مطبخ، مزھریة، مغسلة، مصباح، مرحاض، مھرموز، مال، محراث، موج  

Sentence Division  ألیف.لدي حیوانات ألیفة. أعتني بالحیوانات. القطة حیوان  

Sub-unit Topics • Building a house and decorating it 
My Health 

Sub-unit One: Cleanness 
Week Seven 
Letters النون 
Rhyming Words مھر-دار         نھر-سور       نار-نور  
Initial Letter Sound  ،نام، ندیم، نادر، ناعمنار، نور، نھر، نمر، ناس  
Sentence Division  أفرشي أسناني. أسناني نظیفة. ھذه فرشات أسناني. أغسل بالصابون. أمشط شعري. شعري

ت  نا ش 
             

  
     

Sub-unit Topics 

• Cleanness songs 
• Bathing a doll 
• My hair cleanness 
• Clean legs 

Week Eight 
Letters السین 

Rhyming Words دار-روس               سار-سوس  

Initial Letter Sound  ،سن، سامح، سبح سوس، سور، سار، سامي  

Sentence Division  أسناني. أسناني صحیة. أفرشي أسناني لدقیقتین. أسناني ھذه فرشاة أسناني. أحافظ على نظافة
 لیست متسوسة.

Sub-unit Topics 
• Toothbrush 
• My mouth and teeth 
• Body awareness 

Week Nine 
Letters الزاي 

Rhyming Words فأر-جمیل       زأر-بیت       زمیل-زیت  

Initial Letter Sound زیر، زیت، زبیب 



Sub-unit Two: Healthy Food 
Week Ten 
Letters الحاء 
Rhyming Words حدیقة-حقیبةتوت         -حوت 
Initial Letter Sound  ،حصصحصة، حمص، حلیب، حرف، حمامة، حظیرة، حفرة، حصان، حمار 

Sentence Division 

 .آكل األطعمة المتنوعة
 أتناول الخضار والفواكھ. 

 أحب الطعام الصحي.

 آكل التفاح.

 آكل ثالث وجبات.

 الموز فاكھتي المفضلة.

Sub-unit Topics 

Food pyramid 
Testing food 
Fruits and vegetables game  
Fruit tree 

Week Eleven 
Letters الالم 

Rhyming Words فحم-جوز            لحم-لوز 

Initial Letter Sound  ،لیمون، لحمة، لوز، لبنلوز، لولو، لین، لذیذ، لبن، لصوص، لعب 

Sentence Division 
المفضلة. أحب السلطة. أحب سلطة الخضار. أحب الخس والخیار. أنا الخیار خضاري 

أغسل الخضار. السمك والحمة بروتین. الحلیب صحي. الحلیب لذیذ. الحلیب یساعد على 
 النمو.

Sub-unit Topics 
- Vegetables salad 

 معرض (كوالج) البروتین-
- Milk 

Week Twelve 

Letters التاء 

Rhyming Words مفتاح-بیوت            تمساح-توت 

Initial Letter Sound تنین، تفاحة، تمر، تاجتوت، تمساح، تحت، تفاح ، 

Sentence Division  أحب عصیر اللیمون. عصیر اللیمون منعش. أعد العجین. أعد العجین مع أمي. الخمیرة
 العجین. أختار الخضار الطازجة. تخمر

Sub-unit Topics 
- Juice and water 
- Dough - bread 
- Planning for healthy meal 

Sub-unit Three: Community Jobs and Services 

Week Thirteen 
Letters الجیم 

Rhyming Words نیران-جبل               جیران-جمل  

Initial Letter Sound  ،جاري، جارتي ، جیران، جرس، جدجمل، جبل، جزر  

Sentence Division .أبي شرطي. أمي ممرضة. جاري رجل إطفاء. ھذه محطة اإلطفائیة. ھنا مركز الشرطة 

Sub-unit Topics - KG visitor 
- Tour 

Sentence Division  نجمع النفایات. نحافظ على النظافة. نغسل أیدینا. نزیل األوساخ. آكل بالملعقة. آكل بالمعلقة
 والشوكة.

Sub-unit Topics • Keeping public clean 
• Food and drinking 



Week Fourteen 

Letters الفاء 

Rhyming Words رأس  –جمیل            فأس -فیل  

Initial Letter Sound  ،فم، فالفل، فراش، فیل، فتح، فاس، فول، فوق، فالح  

Sentence Division ھذا نجار.ھذه طبیبة. أبي فالح. النجار یستخدم المفك.الطیار یطیر طائرة. سیارة  
 اإلسعاف تزمر

Sub-unit Topics 
• Naming jobs 
• Jobs and tools 
• Ambulance 

Week Fifteen 
Letters العین 
Rhyming Words سالم–سعید             عالم -عید  
Initial Letter Sound  ،عمل، عامل، عسل، عبیر، عنبرعین، عود، عند، عرش، عصا  

Sentence Division 
ھذه قبعة اإلطفائي. ھذه خرطوم المیاه. االطفائي یطفئ الحریق. قف وسر إشارات مرور. 
 مرت سیارة إسعاف.
 أربط حزام األمان

Sub-unit Topics 
• Fire extinguisher/ tools- 
• Traffic police 
• Road safety 
Unit Three: My Great World 

Sub-unit One: Natural phenomena 
Week Sixteen 
Letters الشین 
Rhyming Words ھمس-فادي         شمس-شادي  
Initial Letter Sound  ،شتاء، شمس، شرشفشادي، شاي، شمس، شاش  

Sentence Division  فصول السنة أربعة. الصیف فصلي المفضل. فصل الشتاء بارد. أزھاٌر في الربیع. تمطر
 في الشتاء. الصیف حاراً.

Sub-unit Topics 
• Spelling words 
• Four seasons wheel 
• Air 

Week Seventeen 

Letters الصاد 

Rhyming Words خروف –كبیر          صوف -صغیر  

Initial Letter Sound  ،صغیرة، صندوق، صوف، صیف، -صوت، صباح، صید، صغیرصوص، صابون
 صور

Sentence Division 

 الغیوم بیضاء.

 الغیوم رمادیة.

 الغیوم بیضاء وخفیفة.

 الغیوم رمادیة وممتلئة.

 أشكال الغیوم مختلفة.
مطر.الغیوم ملیئة بال  

Sub-unit Topics 
• Clouds 
• Clouds; white and grey 
• Winds and clouds movement 

Week Eighteen 
Letters القاف 



Rhyming Words باسم-قاسم  
Initial Letter Sound  ،قمر، قلم، قرد، قدسقال، قاسم، قرد، قفز، قوي  

Sentence Division  .الحیوانات تختبئ من المطر. النھر إحدى مصادر المیاه. لون قفز القرد. ھزیم الرعد قوي
 الماء أزرق.

Sub-unit Topics 

• Rain 
• More rain 
• Thunder 
• Melts or does not melt 
• Water resources 

 
 
 

Second Semester 
Sub-unit Two: Animals 

Week One 
Letters الثاء 
Rhyming Words مخلب-ثعلب  

ثث  Initial Letter Sound  ،ثمر، ثوم، ثیران، ثعلبثعلب، ثور، ثوب، ثلج  

Sentence Division 
الثعلب من آكلة اللحوم. الثور یأكل النباتات. األسماك حیوانات بحریة. الحوت من 
 الحیوانات البحریة.
 التمساح من الزواحف. القطة حیوان ألیف. األسد حیوان بري. الثور یأكل النباتات. 

Sub-unit Topics 
• Comparing animals 
• Animals feelings 
• Images and animals’ bodies 

Week Two 
Letters الخاء 
Rhyming Words خیلسیل             خیلذیل 
Initial Letter Sound  ،خیمة، خاتم، خط، خلیل، خالدخوخ، خیار، خبز، خروف، خیط  

Sentence Division  األرانب. خروفا یأكل العشب. حمامة ترقد بالعش. حصانا یشرب الماء. الجدة تحلب أحب
 البقرة.

Sub-unit Topics 

• Animals I like 
• Animals and their food 
• My beautiful farm (building a farm) 
• Compose a story about farm animals 

Week Three 
Letters الذال 
Rhyming Words ذابناب 
Initial Letter Sound  ،ذباب، ذراع، ذقن، ذابذاب، ذیل، ذرة  

Sentence Division  السلحفاة من الزواحف. الزواحف تزحف ببطء. لزواحف تزحف ببطء وھدوء. األسماك
 تعیش في البحار.

Sub-unit Topics 

• Reptiles 
• Tortoise and rabbit story 
• Water animals 
• Fish tank 

Sub-unit Three: Plants 
Week Four 
Letters الغین 



Rhyming Words غابباب         غرابشراب 
Initial Letter Sound  ،غضب، غیوم، غزال، غرفة، غازغصن، غاب، غاز، غراب  

Sentence Division  النبتات تنمو. أزرع شجرة. أزرع شجرة في البستان. نعتني باألشجار. الشمس مھمة لنمو
 المزروعات. العدس والرز حبوب.

Sub-unit Topics 

• Plants 
• Grain classification 
• Grain growing/ planting (whole group) 
• The sun and plants 
• Comparing plants 

Week Five 
Letters الطاء 

Rhyming Words  باخرة  –طائرة  
 طبیب حبیب 

Initial Letter Sound  ،طائرة، طیار، طین، طابون، طبلطبیب، طیر  

Sentence Division  شجرة التفاح مثمرة. السرو شجر غیر مثمر. الشجرة طویلة ومثمرة. أنكش األرض
 ألزرع شجرة.

Sub-unit Topics 

• Musical instruments 
• Trees classification 
• Tree leaves 
• Growing trees 

Week Six 
Letters الكاف 
Rhyming Words كازغاز          كازانجاز 
Initial Letter Sound  ،كرز، كرة، كوخ، كتابكلب، كوب، كاز، كوسا، كیس  

Sentence Division اللیمون حامض. ذھبنا . العصیر الطبیعي مفید. أحب عصیر البرتقال. أحب عصیر اللیمون
 الى حقل الحمضیات.

Sub-unit Topics 
• Farmer story 
• Citrus fruits juice 
• Trip to a cultivated field 
Unit Four:  Beautiful Palestine 

Sub-unit One: Geography of Palestine 

Week Seven 
Letters الضاد 
Rhyming Words ضربھرب 
Initial Letter Sound  ضفدع، ضحك، ضرسضرب، ضبع  
Sentence Division  أزرق. تعیش األسمال في البحر األزرق.السھول خضراء. البحر  

Sub-unit Topics 
• Map 
• Earth features 
• Mountains and rivers 

Week Eight 
Letters الھاء 
Rhyming Words ھاربقارب        ھادیفادي 
Initial Letter Sound  ،ھرة، ھدیل، ھادي، ھبةھادي، ھارب، ھدھد، ھجم  

Sentence Division  الجمل في الصحراء. ھادي یسكن في مدینة الخلیل. ھبة تسكن في مخیم جنین. ھالة یعیش
 زارت نابلس.

Sub-unit Topics قاطرة التضاریس 
 Cities and villages on the map 



 أجمد یا بحر
 Homeland 

Week Nine 
Letters الواو 
Rhyming Words وردةمودة          ورودخلود 
Initial Letter Sound  ،ورد، ولد، وطن، ودادوجھ ، وقف، وردة  

Sentence Division  أنا من سلفیت. ذھبت وداد الى القدس. ولد وسیم في بیت لحم. وطني جمیل. وجدت شجرة
 وجدت والء شجر الصبر. .زیتون

Sub-unit Topics 
• My country 
• Olives and sabra in Palestine 
• Tour 

Sub-unit Two: Symbols and Ceremonies 
Week Ten 
Letters الھمزة 
Rhyming Words أرضفرض 
Initial Letter Sound  ،أخضر، أصفر، أبیضأرض، أذن، أرنب، أسد، أحمر  
Sentence Division .رسمت رمز صفي. األسد رمز الصف. العلم رمز الدولة 

Sub-unit Topics 
• My class symbol 
• Country symbol 
• Flag as a symbol 

Week Eleven 
Letters الظاء 
Rhyming Words  حالم           ظبیصبي–ظالم  
Initial Letter Sound  ،ظافر، ظھرظبي، ظالم، ظرف  

Sentence Division  .ظھر ظاھر بالحطة. ارتدت ثوب أمھا. جدتي تحمص القھوة. ذھبنا الى معصرة الزیتون
أدوات التراث الفلسطیني.المنجل من   

Sub-unit Topics 
• Flag competition 
• Traditional costume 
• Palestinian heritage tools 

Week Twelve 
Letters الیاء 
Rhyming Words یونستونس 
Initial Letter Sound  ،یوم، یكتب، یرسم، ید، یقطف، یضحك، یونس، یاسمین، یحرث، یرسم، یأكلیاسر  

Sentence Division  أحب لعب الحجلة. یاسمین تلعب سبع حجار. الیوم ھو یوم الطفل الفلسطیني. الیوم ھو یوم
یحب یاسر المقلوبة. یقطف یاسر الزیتون. یأكل یونس خبز الطابون. الشجرة  

Sub-unit Topics 

• Traditional food 
• Traditional stories 
• Traditional games 
• National occasions 

Sub-unit Three: Monuments of Palestine 
Week Thirteen 
Letters 

The teacher focuses on letters that children do not master 
Rhyming Words 
Initial Letter Sound 
Sentence Division 



Sub-unit Topics 
• Family trip 
• Riddle: The Dome of the Rock 
• Ancient mosaics 

Week Fourteen 
Letters 

The teacher focuses on letters that children do not master 
Rhyming Words 

Initial Letter Sound 

Sentence Division 

Sub-unit Topics 
• Gaza and its sea 
• Painting a mural 
• Touristic places 

Week Fifteen 
Letters 

The teacher focuses on letters that children do not master 
Rhyming Words 

Initial Letter Sound 

Sentence Division 

Sub-unit Topics 
• Cleanness activity 
• Palestine; past and present 
• Tourism in Palestine 



Annex C. First Grade Objectives from Our Beautiful Language 

 

First Grade-First Semester  

First Semester 
Objectives 

Lesson One 
Letter ( ر( R 

Lesson Two 
Letter )(د  D 

Lesson Three 
Letter (ب) B 

Lesson Four 
Letter (م) M 

Lesson Five 
Letter (ن) N 

Objectives: 
1. Using standard 

Arabic language 
for communication 

2. Listening to 
Alphabet stories 
attentively 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
alphabet letters 

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

5. Writing the 
alphabet in a 
beautiful 
handwriting 

6. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences in a 
beautiful 
handwriting 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (R) 

alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(R), the sound, 
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (N)  

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 
specified for 
creating a dialogue 
with students7 

6. Looking after the 
body (health) 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (D) 

alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(D), the sound, 
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (D) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Appreciate fathers’ 
effort in making 
their children 
happy (including 
letter S) 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (B) 

alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(B), the sound, 
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (B) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Appreciate farming 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

(M) alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(M), the sound, 
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (M) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Appreciate farming 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

(N) alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(D), the sound, 
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences 
correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (N) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Looking after 
physical body 
health 

                                                           
7 The poster is provided to the classroom teacher by the MOEHE. 



First Grade-First Semester  

First Semester 
Objectives 

Lesson One 
Letter ( ر( R 

Lesson Two 
Letter )(د  D 

Lesson Three 
Letter (ب) B 

Lesson Four 
Letter (م) M 

Lesson Five 
Letter (ن) N 

7. Enhancing positive 
attitudes towards 
his/ her language 

 Letter “R” Story = 25 
words 

Letter “D” Story = 22 
words 

Letter “B” Story =37 
words 

Letter “M” Story = 26 
words 

Letter “N” Story = 42 
words 

 
Lesson Six 
Letter (س) S 

 Lesson Seven 
Letter (ز) Z 

Lesson Eight 
Letter (ح) 

 Lesson Nine 
Letter (ل) L 

Lesson Ten 
Letter (ت) T 

Lesson Eleven 
Letter (ج) G 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (S) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
(S), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (S) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a 
conversation poster 

6. Appreciating 
parents’ effort 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (Z) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
(Z), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (Z) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Sharing with friends 
their happy 
occasions 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (ح) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
 the sound, and ,(ح)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (ح) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Keeping public 
places clean and 
quiet  

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (L) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
(L), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly  

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (L) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (T) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
(T), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (T) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Appreciating 
homeland 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (G) 

alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
(G), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (G) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Communicating 
with relatives 

 



Lesson Six 
Letter (س) S 

 Lesson Seven 
Letter (ز) Z 

Lesson Eight 
Letter (ح) 

 Lesson Nine 
Letter (ل) L 

Lesson Ten 
Letter (ت) T 

Lesson Eleven 
Letter (ج) G 

Letter “س” Story = 37 
words 

Letter “ز” Story = 41 
words 

Letter “ح” Story = 41 
words 

Letter “ل” story = 42 
words 

Letter “ت” Story = 29 
words 

 Letter “ج” Story = 38 
words 

 
Lesson Twelve 
Letter (ف) F 

Lesson Thirteen 
Letter (ع)   

Lesson Fourteen 
Letter (ش) Sh 

Lesson Fifteen 
Letter (ص) SS 

Lesson Sixteen 
Letter (ق)  

Lesson Seventeen 
Letter (ث) th  

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (F) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
(F), the sound, and 
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly  

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (F) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. TV watching 
manners  

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (ع) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
 the sound, and ,(ع)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (ع) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6. Participating in 
social occasions 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (ش) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
 the sound and ,(ش)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words and 
sentences on the 
letter (ش) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a poster 

6.  The blessing of 
rain  

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

 alphabet letter (ص)
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
 ,the sound ,(ص)
and the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences in the 
letter (ص) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a 
conversation poster 

6. Valuing arts 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the ( ق(  

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
 the sound, and ,(ق)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences in the 
letter (ق) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a 
conversation poster 

6. Helping friends and 
poor people 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (  ث

(alphabet letter 
story 

2. Recognizing the 
name of the letter 
 the sound, and ,(ث)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly  

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences in the 
letter (ث) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a 
conversation poster 

6. Manners in a library 
visit 

Letter (ف) Story= 33 
words 

Letter (ع) Story = 22 
words 

Letter (ش) Story = 37 
words 

Letter (ص) Story = 33 
words 

Letter (ق) Story = 30 
words 

Letter (ث) Story = 33 
words 

  



Lesson Eighteen  
Letter (خ) 

     

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the (خ) 

alphabet letter story 
2. Recognizing the 

name of the letter 
 the sound, and ,(خ)
the form 

3. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

4. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences on the 
letter (خ) 

5. Developing 
speaking skill 
through a 
conversation poster 

6. Appreciating the 
homeland  

 

     

Letter (خ) Story = 36 
words 

    Story Word Average 
31.5 

Other Information Number of all 
Arabic Lessons 

Introductory 
Lessons 

Revision Lessons Instructions Number of Letters 
Taught  

170 10 12 148 18 

Language Skills Listening Conversation Reading  Writing Total 
15% 15% 40% 30% 100% 

 
 



 

First Grade- Second Semester 
Second Semester 
Objectives 

Lesson One 
Letter (ذ) th ∂ 

Lesson Two 
Letter (غ) gh 

Lesson Three 
Letter (ط) TT 

Lesson Four 
Letter (ك) K 

Lesson Five 
Letter (ض) DD 

Objectives: 
1. Using standard 

Arabic language for 
communication 

2. Listening to 
Alphabet stories 
attentively 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
alphabet letters 

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and simple 
sentences correctly 

5. Writing the alphabet 
in a beautiful 
handwriting 

6. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences in a 
beautiful 
handwriting 

7. Enhancing positive 
attitudes towards 
his/her language 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

story of the letter 
 attentively (ذ)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the 
lesson using 
appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing 
closed T (قطة)  التاء
 المربوطة

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (ذ) 

5. Distinguishing 
between open ت 
and closed (ة) 

6. Writing the letter 
 in beautiful   (ذ)
handwriting 

7. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences 
including the (ذ) 
letter 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

story of the letter 
 attentively (غ)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the lesson 
using appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter (غ) 

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (غ) 

5. Recognizing 
Tanween Dam 
(name, sound, 
form) 

6. Writing letter (غ) in 
beautiful 
handwriting  

7. Writing syllables, 
words and 
sentences including 
the (غ) alphabet 

8. Value feedback and 
reinforcement 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

story of the letter (ط) 
attentively  

2. Talking about the 
poster of the lesson 
using appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter ))ط   

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (ط) 

5. Recognizing 
Tanween Fatah 
(name, sound, 
form) 

6. Writing letter (ط) in 
a beautiful 
handwriting  

7. Writing syllables, 
words and 
sentences including 
the (ط) alphabet 

8. Valuing good habits 
(making the bed, 
eating breakfast 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

story of the letter 
 attentively (ك)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the 
lesson using 
appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of 
the letter ))ك   

4. Reading 
syllables, words, 
and sentences 
with the letter (ك) 

5. Recognizing 
Tanween Kaser 
(name, sound, 
form) 

6. Writing letter (ك) 
in beautiful 
handwriting  

7. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences 
including the (ك) 
alphabet 

Objectives: 
1. Listening to the 

story of the letter 
 attentively (ض)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the 
lesson using 
appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of 
the letter ))ض   

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (ض) 

5. Writing letter (ض) 
in a beautiful 
handwriting  

6. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences 
including the (ض) 
alphabet 

7. Recognizing the 
importance of 
sport and 
exercising   



First Grade- Second Semester 
Second Semester 
Objectives 

Lesson One 
Letter (ذ) th ∂ 

Lesson Two 
Letter (غ) gh 

Lesson Three 
Letter (ط) TT 

Lesson Four 
Letter (ك) K 

Lesson Five 
Letter (ض) DD 

8. Appreciating 
farming and 
cultivating lands  

before going to 
school) 

8. Valuing helping 
others 

 Words in the story for 
the letter 30 = ذ 
words 

Words in the story for 
the letter 29 = غ words 

Words in the story for 
the letter 55 = ط words 

Words in the story 
for the letter  55 =ك 
words 

Words in the story 
for the letter 43 =ض 

 
Lesson Six 
Letter (ھـ) H 

Lesson Seven 
Letter (و) W 

Lesson Eight 
Letter (أ) Hamza 

Lesson Nine 
Letter ظ   

Lesson Ten 
Letter (ي) 

Lesson Eleven 
Helping Old People 

1. Listening to the 
story of the letter 
 attentively (ھــ)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the lesson 
using appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter ))ھــ   

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (ھــ) 

5. Writing letter (ھــ) in 
beautiful 
handwriting 

6. Writing syllables, 
words, and 

1. Listening to the 
story of the letter 
 attentively (و)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the 
lesson using 
appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter ))و   

4. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (و) 

5. Writing letter (و) in 
beautiful 
handwriting 

6. Writing syllables, 
words, and 

1. Listening to the 
story of the letter (أ) 
attentively 

2. Talking about the 
poster of the lesson 
using appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter ))أ   

4. Recognizing long “آ” 
AA 

5. Reading syllables, 
words and 
sentences with the 
letter (أ) 

6. Writing letter (أ) in a 
beautiful 
handwriting 

1. Listening to the 
story of the letter (ظ) 
attentively 

2. Talking about the 
poster of the lesson 
using appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of the 
letter ))ظ   

4. Recognizing the 
definite article (the) 
 ال التعریف

5. Reading syllables, 
words, and 
sentences with the 
letter (ظ) 

6. Writing letter (ظ) in 
beautiful 
handwriting  

1. Listening to the 
story of the letter 
 attentively (ي)

2. Talking about the 
poster of the 
lesson using 
appropriate 
language 

3. Recognizing the 
name, the sound, 
and the form of 
the letter ))ي   

4. Recognizing Alf -
Maqsora (ى) 

5. Reading 
syllables, words, 
and sentences 
with the letter (ي) 

6. Writing letter (ي) 
in beautiful 
handwriting  

1. Listening to the 
story “Respecting 
Old People” 

2. Talking about the 
poster (developing 
oral language) 

3. Students read 
orally 

4. Developing higher 
order thinking 
skills 

5. Practice some 
linguistic activities 

6. Categorizing 
letters (ح، ج، خ) 

7. Choosing the 
correct letter (د، ذ) 

8. Writing words and 
sentences (taking 
into consideration 



sentences including 
the (ھــ) alphabet 

7. Valuing animal well-
being 

 

sentences 
including the (و) 
alphabet 

7. Recognizing the 
importance of 
looking after 
flowers and trees 
in the gardens  

7. Writing syllables, 
words and 
sentences including 
the hamzah (ء) 
alphabet 

8. How to keep teeth 
healthy (looking 
after teeth) 

7. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences including 
the (ظ) alphabet 

8. Appreciate nature 
beauty     

7. Writing syllables, 
words, and 
sentences 
including the (ي) 
alphabet 

8. Appreciate God’s 
creation 

the correct way of 
copying) 

9. Writing correctly 
(sight word 
dictation)  

10. Respecting and 
helping old people 

Words in the story for 
the letter 39 =ه 

Words in the story for 
the letter 38 =و 

Words in the story for 
the letter 47 =أ 

Words in the story for 
the letter 41 =ظ 

Words in the story 
for the letter 64 = ي 

Words in the story of 
“Helping Old People” 
= 24 

      

Lesson Twelve 
My Homeland is Beautiful 

Lesson Thirteen  
Water 

Lesson Fourteen  
The Story “The Butterfly 
and the Bee” 

Lesson Fifteen 
The Story “The Greedy 
Monkey”  

  

1. Listening to the story “My 
homeland flag” 

2. Talking about the poster 
(developing oral language) 

3. Students read orally 
4. Developing higher order 

thinking skills 
5. Practice some linguistic 

activities 
6. Isolating the letters ( ضص،  ) 
7. Choosing the correct letter 

( ، زر ) 
8. Writing words and 

sentences (taking into 
consideration the correct 
way of copying)  

1. Listening to the story 
“Water Spring” 

2. Talking about the poster 
(developing oral language) 

3. Students read orally 
4. Developing higher order 

thinking skills  
5. Practice some linguistic 

activities 
6. Isolating the letters (ف، ق) 
7. Choosing the correct letter 

( ، زر ) 
8. Writing words and 

sentences (talking into 
consideration the correct 
way of copying)  

1. Listening to the story 
“Union is Strength” 

2. Talking about the poster 
(developing oral language) 

3. Students read the story 
“The Butterfly and the Bee” 
orally 

4. Developing higher order 
thinking skills  

5. Practice some linguistic 
activities 

6. Isolating the letters (س، ث) 
7. Categorize words based on 

the letters (س، ث) 
8. Distinguish between words 

that have letters ( ص)ز، س،   

1. Listening to the story “The 
monkey and the Cheese” 

2. Talking about the poster 
(developing oral language) 

3. Students read the story 
“The Greedy Monkey orally” 

4. Developing higher order 
thinking skills  

5. Practice some linguistic 
activities 

6. Isolating the colored letters 
7. Distinguish between words 

that have the letters (ت، ط); 
and the different 
pronunciation 

 



9. Writing correctly (sight 
word dictation) 

10. Valuing the homeland  
 

9. Writing correctly (sight 
word dictation)  

10. The importance of 
conserving water  

 

9. Writing words and 
sentences (taking into 
consideration the correct 
way of copying)  

10. Writing correctly (sight 
word dictation)  

11. Valuing the importance of 
work in life 

 

8. Choosing the correct letter 
 (ث، ط، د، ت، ض)

9. Writing words and 
sentences (taking into 
consideration the correct 
way of copying)  

10. Writing correctly (sight 
word dictation) 

11. Valuing the importance of 
justice in life 

 

Words in the story “My 
Homeland” = 28 words 

Words in the story “The Water 
Spring” = 44 words 

Words in the story “The Union 
Strength” = 40 

Words in the story “The 
Monkey and the Cheese” = 47 

Story Word 
Average 
41.6 

 
 



Annex D. Second Grade Objectives from Our Beautiful 
Language 
 

Second Grade-First Semester 
Lesson One 
“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

Lesson Two 
“The Young Painter” 

Lesson Three 
“The Bird Comes 
Back” 

Lesson Four 
“The Land” 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 
1. Listening attentively to 

the text 
2. Consider listening 

manners 
3. Interact with the audible 

text 
4. Appreciate the value of 

freedom 
 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text “Valuing 
Teachers” 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with the audible 
text 

4. Appreciate his/ her/ her 
teacher 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text “The Bird 
Comes Back” 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with the audible 
text 

4. Learn how to deal with 
different weather 
conditions 

1. Listening attentively 
to the text 
“Beautiful Country” 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with the 
audible text 

4. Appreciate the 
importance of land 
and farming 

Conversation Objectives 
(Speaking Skill) 

Conversation Objectives 
(Speaking Skill) 

Conversation Objectives 
(Speaking Skill) 

Conversation 
Objectives 

(Speaking Skill) 
1. Look at the poster of 

“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talk about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic “Freedom 
is More Beautiful” from 
the poster  

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Young Painter” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Make short sentences to 
express issues 
presented in the poster 

4. Infer the topic “The 
Young Painter” 

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Bird Comes Back” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Make short sentences to 
express issues 
presented in the poster 

4. Infer the topic 
“Cooperation and 
Collaboration” 

1. Look at the poster 
of “Land” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements 

3. Make short 
sentences to 
express issues 
presented in the 
poster 

4. Talk about the 
poster in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the 
“importance of 
listening attentively 
to the text “The 
Value of Farming 
and Cultivation”  

Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(poem, balcony, 
security, freedom) 

3. Use the new words 
correctly in sentences 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(wave, paintings, 
exhibition, famous) 

3. Use the new words 
correctly in sentences 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(wind, the wind blow, 
heavily, hide, 
intensively) 

1. Read the text orally 
with correct 
language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the 
meaning of the new 
words like 
(treasure, blow, 
smile, growth) 



Second Grade-First Semester 
Lesson One 
“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

Lesson Two 
“The Young Painter” 

Lesson Three 
“The Bird Comes 
Back” 

Lesson Four 
“The Land” 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson 

5. Recognize the 
importance of bird 
welfare 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (The role of 
mothers and teachers in 
nurturing talents)  

 

3. Use the new words in a 
sentence 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (Birds 
cooperation to help the 
young, little bird)  

5. Value cooperation 
 

3. Use the new words 
in a sentence 

4. Infer the general 
idea of the lesson 
(Looking after 
Lands, Farming) 

5. Infer the detailed 
ideas (The 
relationship 
between fathers 
and sons, the 
importance of 
farming) 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices 
Objectives 

1. Distinguish between the 
letters (B, T, and Th /θ/) 

2. Categorize sounds 
(long sounds) 

1. Distinguish between the 
letters (G, H, and Kh) 

2. Using the correct 
diacritics on the correct 
letter  

1. Distinguish between the 
letters (D and th /∂/) 

2. Distinguish the letter “z” 
in the given words  

1. Distinguish 
between the letters 
(S and sh /ʃ/) 

2. Distinguish the 
sound “S, in given 
words 

3. Distinguish “DD” 
sound in the given 
words 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter B (with 
long sounds (Bab)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter T (with 
long sounds (Tamer) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter Th /θ/) 
(with long sounds 
(Thaleth) 

1. Writing one 
sentence from the 
text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ 
her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter G 
(with long sounds 
(Dagag) 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives 

1. Read the text specified 
for dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text specified 
for dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text specified 
for dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
specified for 
dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated 
text (using sight 
dictation) 

    

    



Second Grade-First Semester 
Lesson One 
“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

Lesson Two 
“The Young Painter” 

Lesson Three 
“The Bird Comes 
Back” 

Lesson Four 
“The Land” 

Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives 

1. Recognizing the chant 
of “A Bird of Light” 

2. Singing “A Bird of Light” 
3. Appreciate freedom 

1. Recognizing the chant 
of “I am a Child” 

2. Singing, (Chanting) “I 
am a Child” 

3. Appreciate talents 
(painting) 

1. Recognizing the chant 
of “The Bird Sings” 

2. Singing, (Chanting) “The 
Bird Sings” 

3. Appreciate the 
importance of being 
active 

1. Recognizing the 
chant of “I am 
Shible” 

2. Singing, (Chanting) 
“I am Shible” 

3. Appreciate his/ her 
homeland 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text) = 53 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text) = 43 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text) = 38 

Average words in a 
story -  Listening 
Text = 49 

Lesson Five 
The Crow and the 

Water Jar 

Lesson Six  
The Dairy Factory 

Lesson Seven 
Juha and His 10 

Monkeys 

Lesson Eight  
The Traffic Day 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 
1. Listening attentively to 

the text 
2. Consider listening 

manners 
3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate the value of 

water in our life 
 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible 
text 

4. Encourage and support 
national product 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (The Active 
Farmer) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
 

1. Listening attentively 
to the text (Enas 
and the Old 
woman) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with 
audible text 

4. Value helping 
others 

Conversation Objectives Conversation 
Objectives 

Conversation Objectives Conversation 
Objectives 

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Crow and the 
Water Jar” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talk about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic “Problem 
Solution” 

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Diary Factory” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Make correct sentences 
about the poster 

4. Infer a title to the poster 

1. Look at the poster of 
“Juha and His Ten 
Donkeys” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements  

3. Make correct sentences 
about the poster 

4. Connect sentences 
created to tell the story 

5. Infer a title to the story  

1. Look at the poster 
of “The Traffic Day” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements  

3. Make correct 
sentences about 
the poster 

4. Create a complete 
story from the 
sentences he/ she 
created 

5. Give full title to the 
story  

Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

1. Read the text orally 
with correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

1. Read the text orally 
with correct 
language, 
intonation and 
expressions 



Second Grade-First Semester 
Lesson One 
“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

Lesson Two 
“The Young Painter” 

Lesson Three 
“The Bird Comes 
Back” 

Lesson Four 
“The Land” 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(reach, beak, around, 
raise, drink) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (The 
Intelligence of the Crow) 

5. Infer the specific ideas 
of the lesson (Feeling 
thirsty, searching for 
water, solving 
problems) 

6. The importance of 
solving problems 

 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(near, mow, grass, 
notify, get, patriotism) 

3. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (Afaf and 
her Friends Visiting the 
Diary Factory) 

4. Infer the specific ideas 
of the lesson (getting 
milk from cows, 
recognizing milk 
products, Afaf was 
happy by the gift was 
given to her from the 
diary factory, 
encouraging national 
products) 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(stem, rest, win, lose) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (Juha’s 
Behavior) 

2. Recognize the 
meaning of the new 
words like 
(distribute, traffic, 
cross-roads, 
organize, 
occasions) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general 
idea of the lesson 
(Celebrating with 
Police the Traffic 
Day) 

5. Appreciate and 
value policeman 
role and work 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices 
Objectives 

1. Distinguish between the 
letters (TT, Th) 

2. Categorize sounds (،ع, 
 (غ

1. Distinguish between 
the letters (F, Q and K) 

2. Eliciting words with “L” 
sound from the text 

1. Identify the N sound 
2. Categorize the given 

words based on the 
shape of the “H” sound 
in the words 

3. Distinguish the “w” 
sound 

1. Identify the “Y” 
sound and “Alef 
maksoura” 

2. Categorize the 
given words based 
on the words give 
(Y and Alef 
maksoura) 

 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter  ح(with 
long sounds (Hussam, 
Samah) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter    خ (with 
long sounds (Khawkh) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter “D” (with 
long sounds (Deek and 
Hadad) 

1. Writing one 
sentence from the 
text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ 
her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter th /∂/ 
(with long sounds 
(Latheth) 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives 
1. Read the text specified 

for dictation orally 
2. Writing the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text specified 
for dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text specified 
for dictation orally 

2. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
specified for 
dictation orally 



Second Grade-First Semester 
Lesson One 
“Freedom is More 
Beautiful” 

Lesson Two 
“The Young Painter” 

Lesson Three 
“The Bird Comes 
Back” 

Lesson Four 
“The Land” 

2. Writing the dictated 
text (using sight 
dictation) 

Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives 
Not included 1. Recognizing different 

professions 
2. Chanting (Arbab Al-

Hiraf) 
3. Appreciate work and 

workers  

Not included 1. Recognizing the 
chant of “I am on a 
public road” 

2. Singing, (Chanting) 
“I am on a public 
road” 

3. Follow traffic rules 
or commit to traffic 
ethics 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text= 33) 

Summer Season 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text= 61) 

Our National Products 
 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text= 35) 

The Active Farmer 

Average words in a 
story Enas and the 
Old woman = 35 

 

  



Lesson Nine 
The Wolf and the 

Sheep 

Lesson Ten 
The Village Doctor 

Lesson Eleven 
The Lion and the 

Mouse 

Lesson Twelve 
Fisherman 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 
1. Listening attentively to 

the text 
2. Consider listening 

manners 
3. Interact with audible text 
 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Commit to healthy 

behavior daily 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Recognize some 

information about Lions 

1. Listening attentively 
to the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with 
audible text 

4. Appreciate the work 
of a fisherman 

Conversation Objectives Conversation Objectives Conversation Objectives Conversation 
Objectives 

1. Look at the poster “The 
Wolf and the Sheep” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements  

3. Make correct sentences 
about the poster 

4. Make a story about the 
poster using all 
sentences created 

5. Infer a title to the poster 

1. Look at the “The Village 
Doctor” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Make correct sentences 
about the poster 

4. Make a topic about the 
poster using all 
sentences created 

5. Infer a title to the poster 

1. Look at the poster “The 
Lion and the Mouse” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements  

3. Make correct sentences 
about the poster 

4. Make different stories 
about the poster using 
all sentences created 

5. Infer a title to the poster 

1. Look at the poster 
“A Fisherman” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements 

3. Make correct 
sentences about 
the poster 

4. Create a complete 
text about 
sentences created 

Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(wildlife, herd, good, 
approaching, flee, 
survive) 

3. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (The 
Intelligence of the 
Sheep Getting Rid of 
the Wolf) 

4. Enhance problem-
solving skill 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words (like 
hard worker, diligent, 
cards, relatives, 
finished, came back) 

3. Use new words in 
sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (Sameera 
came back to her village 
to help her family) 

5. Value patriotism 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(bother, protect, need, 
secret) 

3. Use new words in 
sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson (The small 
mouse helped the lion) 

5. Value respecting all 
people 

1. Read the text orally 
with correct 
language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the 
meaning of the new 
words (like wait, 
grab, different 
spend, family) 

3. Use new words in 
sentences 

4. Infer the general 
idea of the lesson 
(The trip of the 
fisherman in the 
see to fish) 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices 
Objectives 

1. Recognize “Hamzah” 
among given words 

2. Categorize given words 
based on the shape of 
“Hamza”  

1. Categorize given words 
based on the type of 
tanween (Tanween 
fateh, kasser) 

2. Add “tanween fatah, 
kasser” to the given 
words 

1. Recognize “Shadda” in 
given words 

2. Recognize consonant 
letters 

3. Naming animals (male 
and female) 

1. Recognize male 
and female in given 
words 



Lesson Nine 
The Wolf and the 

Sheep 

Lesson Ten 
The Village Doctor 

Lesson Eleven 
The Lion and the 

Mouse 

Lesson Twelve 
Fisherman 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter “R” (with 
long sounds (Reem, 
Murour) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter “Z” (with 
long sounds (Zar, Aziz) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter S (with 
long sounds (Soos) 

1. Writing one 
sentence from the 
text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ 
her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter sh 
(with long sounds 
(Firash) 

Dictation Objective Dictation Objective Dictation Objective Dictation Objective 
1. Read the text identified 

for dictation 
2. Write the text (Sight 

dictation) 

1. Read the text identified 
for dictation 

2. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

1. Read the text identified 
for dictation 

2. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

1. Read the text 
identified for 
dictation 

2. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives  

Not included 1. Recognizing different 
professions (A doctor in 
our Neighborhood) 

2. Chanting (A doctor in 
our neighborhood) 

3. Appreciate the 
importance of the roles 
of doctors 

Not included 1. Recognize the song 
“The fisherman” 

2. Sing the 
“Fisherman” 

3. Appreciating the 
role of the 
fisherman 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text= 30) 
The Shepherd 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text = 41) 
Health Habits 
 
 

Average words in a story 
(Listening Text = 47) 
The King of the Forest 

Average words in a 
story (Listening Text = 
48) 
Lina and the Sea 

 
Lesson Thirteen 
The Young Researchers 

Lesson Fourteen  
The Intelligent Rooster 

Lesson Fifteen 
Cleanliness 

 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives  

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Recognize the 

importance of searching 
for information 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
 
 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Commit to “Cleanliness 

is required in public 
areas” 

 

Conversation Objectives Conversation Objectives Conversation Objectives  



Lesson Thirteen 
The Young Researchers 

Lesson Fourteen  
The Intelligent Rooster 

Lesson Fifteen 
Cleanliness 

 

1. Look at the poster if 
“The Crow and the 
Water Jar” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 

3. Make complete 
sentences about the 
poster 

4. Infer a title for the text  

1. Look at the poster if 
“The Crow and the 
Water Jar” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements  

3. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

4. Create stories about the 
elements of the poster 

5. Infer a title to the poster 

1. Look at the poster if 
“Cleanness” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements  

3. Make sentences about 
the poster 

4. Tell the story 

 

Drilling and Practice 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practice 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practice 
Objectives 

 

Categorize words 
regarding singular and 
dual 

Distinguish between 
singular, dual and plural 

Distinguish singular, dual 
and plural 

 

Writing (Handwriting 
Objectives) 

Writing (Handwriting 
Objectives) 

Writing (Handwriting 
Objectives) 

 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter ص (with 
long sounds (Soos) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter      
 ,with long sounds (Ard)ض

Dufda) 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter ط )with 
long sounds (Tifl, Balat) 

 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives  

1. Recognize (Lam 
Shamsiya) 

2. Read the text identified 
for dictation 

3. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

1. Distinguish “Lam 
Shamsiya and Lam 
Qamariya” 

2. Read the text identified 
for dictation 

3. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

1. Categorize words (Lam 
Shamsiya and Lam 
Qamariya) 

2. Read the text identified 
for dictation 

3. Write the text (Sight 
dictation) 

 

Singing Objectives Singing Objectives Singing Objectives  

Does not exist Does not exist 1. Recognize a song about 
cleanliness 

2. Singing about 
cleanliness 

3. Clean body and clothes 

 

Words in the story 
(Listening Text= 53) 
Information Bank 

Words in the story 
(Listening Text = 46) 
The Rooster 

Words in the story 
(Listening Text = 53) 
In the Garden 

 

  



Second Grade - Semester Two 

Lesson One 
Our Home Land 
(Palestine is Beautiful) 

Lesson Two 
The Tiger and the 
Woodcutter 

Lesson Three 
We Build and Build 

Lesson Four 
The Bird and the 
Snake 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 
1. Listening attentively to 

the text (Palestine is 
Beautiful) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and value 

his homeland 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (The Forest) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and value 

forests 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Building 
Houses) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate homes 

1. Listening attentively 
to the text (The 
Fish and the 
Nightingale) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with 
audible text 

4. Recognize different 
animal 
environments 

Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking 
(Conversation) 

1. Look at the poster of 
“Palestine is Beautiful” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(boy, girl, grandparent, 
laptop) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic “Palestine 
is Beautiful” 

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Tiger and the 
Woodcutter” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(tiger, monkey, 
woodcutter, tie, and 
tree) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the story from the 
characters in the poster 

1. Look at the poster of 
“We Build and Build” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(Family at home, 
soldiers, child, cry, 
demolishing a house, a 
child hugs his parent) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic from the 
poster (We Build and 
Build) 

1. Look at the poster 
of “The Bird and the 
Snake” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements (bird, 
dove, nest, tree, 
snake, garden, 
observe) 

3. Connect the 
different elements 
in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a 
correct language 

5. Make a story using 
the poster elements 

Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives Reading Objectives 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(agreed, competition, 
article, old people, 
dream, coming back) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson 

5. Infer specific ideas in 
the lesson 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(arrogant, criticize, 
struggle, agree, flee) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson 

5. Infer specific ideas in 
the lesson (problem-
solving) 

 

1. Read the text orally with 
correct language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the meaning 
of the new words like 
(old, inherit, demolish, 
pile, bunch) 

3. Use the new words in 
correct sentences 

4. Infer the general idea of 
the lesson 

5. Infer specific ideas in 
the lesson (We love life 
and will continue to 
build and build) 

1. Read the text orally 
with correct 
language, 
intonation and 
expressions 

2. Recognize the 
meaning of the new 
words like (hatch, 
chicks, public, get 
rid) 

3. Use the new words 
incorrect sentences 

4. Infer the general 
idea of the lesson 

5. Infer specific ideas 
in the lesson 
(Thinking to solve 
problems) 



Second Grade - Semester Two 

Lesson One 
Our Home Land 
(Palestine is Beautiful) 

Lesson Two 
The Tiger and the 
Woodcutter 

Lesson Three 
We Build and Build 

Lesson Four 
The Bird and the 
Snake 
 

    

    

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices Objectives 

1. Know the antonym of 
words (agree# disagree, 
old people# young 
people, ask# answer, 
forget # remember) 

2. Use Questions 

1. Know the synonym of 
words (criticize, happy, 
include, leave, struggle) 

2. Use Questions  
 

1. Know the antonym of 
words (old, unhappy, 
demolish) 

2. Use preposition (in, on) 
correctly 

1. Fill in the blanks 
2. Use prepositions 

(in, on) correctly 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter th (with 
short sounds (Tharf)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter ع (with 
short sounds (Daani)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter 
غ   (with short sounds 

(Ghitha, Faragh)  

1. Writing one 
sentence from the 
text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ 
her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter F 
(with short sounds 
(Firakh) 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Ta 

Marbouta (closed T) 
3. Writing the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Ta 

Mabsouta (Opened T) 
3. Writing the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Ta 

Marbouta and 
Mabsouta (Closed and 
Opened T) 

3. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Ta 

Marbouta and 
Mabsouta (Closed 
and Opened T) and 
the “H”  

3. Writing the dictated 
text (using sight 
dictation) 

Composition Composition Composition Composition 

Fill in the blanks to make 
complete sentences 

Fill in the blanks to make 
complete sentences 

Fill in the blanks to make 
complete sentences 

Order words to make 
complete sentences 

Singing Singing Singing Singing 

1. Know the song “Salam 
Ya Rawabina” 

Not Included 1.  Know the song “I will 
not leave”  

2. Singing “I will not leave” 

Not Included 



Second Grade - Semester Two 

Lesson One 
Our Home Land 
(Palestine is Beautiful) 

Lesson Two 
The Tiger and the 
Woodcutter 

Lesson Three 
We Build and Build 

Lesson Four 
The Bird and the 
Snake 

2. Singing “Salam Ya 
Rawabina” 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 70 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 62 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 69 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 84 words 

 
Lesson Five 
In Hebron 

Lesson Six 
New Morning 

Lesson Seven 
The Farmer Trick 

Lesson Eight 
Palestinian Children’s 
Day 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 
1. Listening attentively to 

the text (A Trip to 
Bethlehem) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and value 

Bethlehem as a Holy 
Tourist Place” 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Day and Night) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and value 

Work 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Animal 
Welfare) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible 
text 

4. Appreciate and Value 
“Animal Welfare” 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (I Have the 
Right to Learn) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible 
text 

4. Know and recognize 
the importance of his/ 
her right to learn 

Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking 
(C ti ) 

Speaking 
(C ti ) 1. Look at the poster of “In 

Hebron” 
2. Identify the poster 

conversation elements 
(girl, man, tour, Hebron) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic “Hebron” 

1. Look at the poster of 
“New Morning” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(child, window, sun, 
child room, mother, 
children, sleeping) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic from the 
text (New Morning) 

1. Look at the poster of 
“The Farmer Trick” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(Cow farm, man, men, 
Ox, Oxen) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic from the 
poster (The Farmer 
Trick) 

1. Look at the poster of 
“Palestinian Children’s 
Day” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements (teacher, 
child, early morning 
assembly, child, class, 
airport) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic for the 
  

  
Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Use Pronouns (He and 
She) 

1. Know the antonyms of 
words (sunset, morning, 
begin, active, sea) 

2. Use pronouns (He and 
She) 

1. Know the synonyms of 
words (cover, uncover, 
not stable, reveal) 

2. Use pronouns (I and 
We) 

Know the antonym of 
these words (freedom, 
many, flag, intention, 
peace) 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 



1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter Q (with 
short sounds (Qalam)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter K (with 
short sounds (Kalam)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ her 
copying copybook 

3. Writing letter 
L (with short sounds 

(Lail)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ her 
copying copybook 

3. Writing letter M (with 
short sounds 
(Kareem) 

    

    

    

    

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Lam 

Shamsiyah and Lam 
Qamariya) 

3. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Lam 

Shamsiyah and Lam 
Qamariya) 

3. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Lam 

Shamsiyah and Lam 
Qamariya) 

3. Writing the dictated 
text (using sight 
dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Shaddah) 
3. Writing the dictated 

text (using sight 
dictation) 

Composition Composition Composition Composition 

Order words to make 
complete sentences 

Order words to make 
complete sentences 

Order sentences to make 
a complete story 

Write sentences on 
given pictures 

Singing Singing Singing Singing 

Not Included Recognize the song “The 
Sun” 

Not Included 1. Recognize the song “I 
am a Palestinian 
Child” 

2. Singing I am a 
Palestinian Child 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 64 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 66 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 90 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 67 words 

 
Lesson Nine 
Omar and the Boy 

Lesson Ten 
I have a Dream 

Lesson Eleven 
My Dear Father 

Lesson Twelve 
“The Talkative 
Parrot”  

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Omar and the 
Woman) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and value 

“Honesty and Integrity”  

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Sindbad) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate adventure 

and inquiry 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (My Dear Sons) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Appreciate and Value 

“The Role of Family in 
his Life” 

1. Listening attentively 
to the text (Say 
Good things or 
Keep Silent) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with 
audible text 

4. Be a Model in Your 
Talk and Behavior” 



Lesson Nine 
Omar and the Boy 

Lesson Ten 
I have a Dream 

Lesson Eleven 
My Dear Father 

Lesson Twelve 
“The Talkative 
Parrot”  

    

    

    

    

 
 

   

 
 

   

    

Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking 
(Conversation) 

1. Look at the poster of “In 
Hebron” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(tent, trees, palm trees, 
Shepherd, herd, raise 
hands) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language.  

5. Infer the topic “Omar 
and the Boy” 

 

1. Look at the poster of “I 
Have a Dream” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(birds, houses, man, 
feather baskets, 
wearing feathers, and 
flying man) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language.  

5. Infer the topic from the 
text “I Have a Dream” 

1. Look at the poster of 
“My Dear Father” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(family around the table, 
family taking photos, a 
girl writing an email) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language.  

5. Infer the topic from the 
text “My Dear Father” 

1. Look at the poster 
of “Say Good things 
or Keep Silent” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation 
elements (giraffe, 
monkey, deer, 
parrot, forest, 
alphabets, and 
animals talk) 

3. Connect the 
different elements 
in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a 
correct language.  

5. Infer the topic for 
the text “The 
Talkative Parrot” 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices Objectives 

1. Use synonyms 
2. Use pronoun (you: 

singular and plural) 

1. Use words in sentences 
2. Use pronouns (I and 

we) 

1. Use words in sentences 
2. Use demonstratives 

(This and that) 

1. Know the opposite 
2. Use demonstratives 
(This and that, these) 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 



Lesson Nine 
Omar and the Boy 

Lesson Ten 
I have a Dream 

Lesson Eleven 
My Dear Father 

Lesson Twelve 
“The Talkative 
Parrot”  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter N (with 
short sounds (Nathara)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter H (with 
long sounds (Hawa’)  

1. Writing one sentence 
from the text 

2. Copying one paragraph 
in his/ her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter W (with 
long sounds (Walidi)  

1. Writing one 
sentence from the 
text 

2. Copying one 
paragraph in his/ 
her copying 
copybook 

3. Writing letter Y 
(with short sounds 
(Nay) 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (the stressed 

words: Shaddah) 
3. Writing the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Distinguish (the 

stressed words: 
Shaddah) 

3. Writing the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Tanween 

Fatah) 
3. Writing the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize 

(Tanween Kasser) 
3. Writing the dictated 

text (using sight 
dictation) 

Composition Composition Composition Composition 

Write sentences on given 
pictures 

Order sentences to make 
a complete story 

Order sentences to make 
a complete story 

Order sentences to 
make a complete 
t  Singing Singing Singing Singing 

Not Included Singing “Sindbad” Singing “My Dad” Not Included 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 73 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 54 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 82    words 

 

 
Lesson Thirteen 
Sa’id and the Eagle 

Lesson Fourteen 
In the Glossary 

Lesson Fifteen 
Nawader Ashaab 

 

Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening Objectives Listening 
Obj ti  1. Listening attentively to 

the text (Eagle) 
2. Consider listening 

manners 
3. Interact with audible text 
4. Have some information 

about Eagles  

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Expired Food) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 
4. Learn how to avoid 

being deceived 

1. Listening attentively to 
the text (Nawader 
Ashab) 

2. Consider listening 
manners 

3. Interact with audible text 

 

Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking (Conversation) Speaking 
(C ti ) 



Lesson Thirteen 
Sa’id and the Eagle 

Lesson Fourteen 
In the Glossary 

Lesson Fifteen 
Nawader Ashaab 

 

1. Look at the poster of 
“Sai’d and the Eagle” 

2. Identify the picture 
conversation elements 
(eagle, shoulder, fill, 
water, snake, well) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic of “Sai’d 
and the Eagle” 

1. Look at the poster of “I 
Have a Dream” 

2. Identify the picture 
conversation elements 
(posters, hide, products, 
valid, expired, fight, 
notify) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic from the 
text “Avoid Being 
Deceived” 

1. Look at the picture of 
“Nawader Ashab” 

2. Identify the poster 
conversation elements 
(two men, donkeys, 
woodcutter, eat) 

3. Connect the different 
elements in the poster 

4. Talks about these 
elements in a correct 
language 

5. Infer the topic from the 
text “Nawader Ashab” 

 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and Practices 
Objectives 

Drilling and 
Practices 
Objectives 

1. Use words in sentences 
2. Use nominal and verbal 

sentences 

1. Write synonyms for the 
words 

2. Use nominal and verbal 
sentences       

1. Write antonyms for the 
words 

2. Write simple nominal 
and verbal sentences  

 

    

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing (Handwriting) 
Objectives 

Writing 
(Handwriting) 
Objectives 

1. Write sentences from 
the text 

2. Write a paragraph on a 
copybook 

3. Write words with 
(Hamza) 

1. Write sentences from 
the text 

2. Write a paragraph on a 
copybook 

3. Write words with (Alf 
Maqsoura) 

1. Write sentences from 
the text 

2. Write a paragraph on a 
copybook 

3. Write words with 
(Closed T) 

 

Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation Objectives Dictation 
Objectives 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize (Tanween 

Dam) 
3. Write the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize different 

kinds of (Tanween) 
3. Write the dictated text 

(using sight dictation) 

1. Read the text 
2. Recognize different 

kinds of (Tanween) and 
(Noon ن) 

3. Write the dictated text 
(using sight dictation) 

 

Composition Composition Composition Composition 

Complete sentences to 
create a story 

Write a story from given 
words and sentences 

Write a paragraph about 
healthy food using given 
words and sentences 

 

Singing Singing Singing Singing 



Lesson Thirteen 
Sa’id and the Eagle 

Lesson Fourteen 
In the Glossary 

Lesson Fifteen 
Nawader Ashaab 

 

Sing the “Forest” song Not included Not included  

Words in the Listening 
Text = 76 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 92 words 

Words in the Listening 
Text = 61 words 
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